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Reynolds was charged with two
felony drug distribution counts in
Bedford
County Circuit court.
A Bedford lawyer has been
The state dropped those charges
reprimanded by a Virginia the next year when Reynolds
State Bar disciplinary pan- was indicted on federal drug
el after a judge used blunt charges, including conspiracy to
meth.
terms to disqualify the distribute
In 2012, Garrett was counsel
lawyer from a criminal case. for Matthew Barlow on state
drug charges, but those charges
were dropped in
Carter B. Garrett’s repre2013
January
sentation of a drug defendant
when Barlow and
facing trial presented “an acReynolds
were
tual and serious potential conboth indicted in a
flict of interest,” wrote U.S.
separate federal
District Judge Norman K.
drug case involvMoon in a 2013 opinion.
ing Schedule II
Moon’s ruling came in U.S.
drugs.
v. Reynolds, VLW 014-3-341.
Garrett and anOn June 30, a Ninth Disother lawyer repretrict subcommittee of the VSB
sented Reynolds in
Disciplinary Board approved
the federal meth
an agreed disposition for a JUDGE MOON
conspiracy case.
public reprimand without
Barlow turned quickly on his
terms based on Moon’s decision.
colleague, offering to testify that
Moon found that Garrett was
Reynolds had acknowledged he
caught up in a possible conflict
was making meth and said he
since he had represented two
had a “$1,000 recipe” for “cookdefendants who both ended up
ing” methamphetamine, accordcharged in a federal methaming to the agreed statement of
phetamine case. He sought to refacts.
main as defense counsel for one
Prosecutors brought the situof the defendants.
ation to Moon’s attention and
Garrett first took on the case
of Bryant Reynolds in 2011.
■ See Disqualified, on PAGE 20

Winery scores win in challenge
based on conservation easement
B Y P ETER V IETH

A

s the number of Northern Virginia farm wineries grows, so do
the skirmishes over the size
and scope of vineyard operations.

The typical battle involves neighbors who
say the wine businesses have broken rules designed to limit commercial activity in the
community.
In a recent Loudoun County court fight,
however, a winery faced a challenge, not from
neighbors, but from a conservation group
seeking to enforce restrictions in a conservation easement.
The outcome could lead to changes in the
wording of conservation easements designed
to protect open land from development, according to one lawyer involved in the case.
Ducks Unlimited boasts that it is the
world’s largest and most effective private wa-

terfowl and wetlands conservation organization.
Landowners can realize tax benefits by
granting permanent conservation easements
to DU, “tailored to meet the needs and interests of the landowner,” according to the DU
website.
“DU believes that most lands can benefit
wildlife and still produce
an economic return to its
See opinion
owner,” the group says.
digest for
In 2001, the owner of
about 400 acres of farm- Wetlands America
land near Middleburg grant- Trust Inc. v. White
Cloud Nine
ed such a conservation easement to DU’s Wetlands
Ventures LP
America Trust, Inc.
on page 17.
In 2008, Jennifer McCloud acquired part of the
land to use in connection with her Chrysalis
Vineyards, already in operation on adjacent
property.
■ See Story, on PAGE 21

Hospital must provide
risk manager reports

A judge has ordered a Virginia hospital to turn over internal risk management materials to a patient’s lawyer
despite the hospital’s claims
that the materials were attorney work product.

Normally, when a patient or
patient’s family thinks they have
a medical malpractice case
against a doctor or hospital, their
■ See Reports, on PAGE 20

The judge directed the disclosures before any lawsuit was
filed over the treatment of the
now-deceased patient under Virginia procedures for obtaining
medical records.
The materials include a doctor’s candid report on how he
missed a radiologist’s recommendation to check for possible cancer.
The decision by Newport News
Circuit Judge David F. Pugh
highlights the procedural tactic
being used by Avery T. “Sandy”
Waterman Jr., also of Newport
News, in medical malpractice
cases.

IMPORTANT OPINIONS
Page 19 | Judgment Debtor Wins
Garnished Wages

Page 19 | Court Says Curtilage Search
Was Illegal

Page 14 | Private Therapist Must Provide
Records

A Fairfax Circuit Court orders repayment of $2,135 in
garnished wages to a debtor who owes on a judgment for misappropriation of trade secrets and violation of a computer crimes statute.

A police officer acted illegally when he left the driveway to search the back yard and front porch of a
property where defendant was caretaker, as there was
no exigency; the court grants a suppression motion.

A private therapist must produce records of her work
with a child who accused plaintiff, her father, of child
abuse, but records of disciplinary proceedings and
treatment involving other patients and the child’s
mother are protected.
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The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which hears appeals from
federal courts in Virginia and is
based in Richmond, has an enviable
record before the U.S. Supreme
Court when the justices choose to
review its decisions.

Photo by M. Christine Watson

Although the high court has upheld less
than 29 percent of the cases it has reviewed during the past five terms, the 4th
Circuit’s decisions have been affirmed
more than 44 percent of the time, according to data from SCOTUSblog.
The 4th Circuit’s affirmance rate was
surpassed by only two of the 13 U.S. circuit
courts of appeal during that span: the
Boston-based 1st Circuit, with 50 percent,
and the Denver-based 10th Circuit, at 66.7
percent.
And this past term, the 4th Circuit batted .500 in the two cases the justices heard.
The entire league of federal appellate
courts (including the 4th Circuit) hit .270
at the Supreme Court, according to SCOTUSblog, a private blog covering the high
court published by Tom Goldstein of Goldstein & Russell P.C. in Washington and
sponsored by the Bloomberg Law wire
service.
Only two courts surpassed the 4th Circuit’s 50 percent rate this past term: the
New York-based 2nd Circuit, with 60 percent of its decisions affirmed, and the
Chicago-based 7th, with 75 percent, SCOTUSblog stated.
“The 4th Circuit is viewed as a relatively mainstream circuit,” said Baltimore attorney Steven M. Klepper, a frequent advocate before the appellate court. “It’s
neither markedly to the left nor markedly to the right of where the Supreme
Court is right now.”
But law professor William Reynolds

THE 4TH CIRCUIT’S DECISIONS have been affirmed more than 44 percent of the time

said he sees the 4th Circuit’s success not
as an indication of being mainstream but
as reflecting the Supreme Court majority.
“It does show that the conservative
bent of the 4th Circuit reflects the conservative bent of the Supreme Court,” said
Reynolds, a law professor at the University of Maryland law school.
However, firm conclusions cannot be
drawn because the 18 cases the Supreme
Court has reviewed from the 4th Circuit
over the past five years provide “too small
a sample size,” he added.
The Supreme Court reviewed just two
cases this past term from the 4th Circuit,
which hears appeals from U.S. District
Courts in Maryland, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia.
In CTS Corp. v. Waldburger (No. 13-339),
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that contaminated their drinking water
decades ago because a state deadline has
lapsed.
A week later, in Abramski v. United
States (No. 12-1493), the Supreme Court
affirmed the 4th Circuit in holding the federal government can strictly enforce laws
that ban a “straw” purchaser from buying
a gun for someone else. The justices ruled
5-4 on June 16 that the law applied to a
Virginia man who bought a gun with the
intention of transferring it to his uncle in
Pennsylvania — even though the uncle is
not prohibited from owning firearms.
Lowest success rates
In contrast to the 4th Circuit’s success,
these circuits had the lowest five-year affirmance rates, according to data from
SCOTUSblog:
6th Circuit (based in Cincinnati): 9.7 percent
11th Circuit (Atlanta): 19.2 percent
8th Circuit (St. Louis): 21.8 percent
9th Circuit (San Francisco): 23.1 percent.
The 9th Circuit also fared poorly in the
term just ended, with an affirmance rate
of just 8 percent, according to SCOTUSblog.
The 8th Circuit and the Philadelphiabased 3rd Circuit brought up the rear.
Each had two decisions and no affirmances, for a 0-0 tie.

Judge Turk dead at 91

the justices on June 9 overturned the 4th
Circuit in ruling that a group of North Carolina homeowners cannot sue a company

Senior U.S. District Judge James
C. Turk – known for both his legal
acumen and his gracious manner
– died July 6 at his Claytor Lake
home.

A family member
told The Roanoke
Times Judge Turk
had been struggling
with pneumonia and
heart issues.
Judge Turk served
in the Virginia Senate from 1959 to
1972. He was an
Army veteran and a
graduate of Roanoke
College and the JUDGE TURK
Washington & Lee
University law school.
He was appointed to the federal
bench in 1972 by President Nixon after
20 years in private practice. He served
as chief judge for the Western District
of Virginia from 1973 to 1993.
Judge Turk took senior status in
2002, but he never retired, continuing to
work on cases throughout his final
years.
One of those cases produced Judge
Turk’s decision striking down a Virginia
policy that allowed prisoners to look at
Playboy but not read classical works of
literature with explicit sexual passages.
In the prison literature case, an inmate sued after he was denied access to
the novels “Ulysses” by James Joyce and
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover” by D.H.
Lawrence. Prison officials had argued
that those sexually explicit materials
were “considered valuable currency and
used in bartering” by inmates, and that
the possession of such items could lead
to theft and fights.
The judge disagreed.
“Particularly with respect to ‘Ulysses’
it is impossible to even imagine prison
inmates fighting for the chance to delve
into the incredibly difficult to decipher
novel, one metaphor-laden scene of
which portrays exhibitionist behavior

and masturbation,” Judge Turk wrote in
his 2010 ruling.
In another case, Judge Turk dismissed a lawsuit in 2011 filed by a Virginia inmate who wanted the state to
pay for a sex-change operation. A threejudge panel of the 4th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals sent the case back to
Judge Turk in 2013, saying Ophelia
De’Lonta’s case was entitled to a full
hearing.
Judge Turk ruled that the prison
system was adequately treating her by
providing counseling and hormone treatments and allowed her to dress as a
woman in a men’s prison. She was
paroled earlier this year.
“For 40 years, Judge Turk worked tirelessly to ensure that the federal judicial
system in this district was fair and unbiased,” U.S. Attorney Timothy J. Heaphy said in a statement.
“His tradition of shaking hands with
defendants after their cases concluded
was a perfect manifestation of his essential humanity and his ability to recognize the good in all people, regardless of
circumstance.”
U.S. Sen. Tim Kaine, a Virginia Democrat, said in a statement that Judge
Turk was an “outstanding jurist.”
“His judicial temperament was a
near perfect example of what all judges
should aspire to - diligent, intelligent,
compassionate, professional, decisive. I
had the fortune to practice before him
on occasion and I became a better
lawyer as a result,” Kaine said.
Roanoke Circuit Judge Clifford Weckstein honored Judge Turk in an op-ed essay published July 8, saying Judge
Turk saw his job as doing justice, “every
day and in every way.”
“From his first days on the bench to
his last, he had little patience for rules
and procedures when — as he saw it in
any particular case over which he was
presiding — those rules or procedures
might get in the way of doing justice,”
Weckstein wrote.
— From staff and wire reports
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Whistleblower fee award respects trial prep time
B Y D EBORAH E LKINS

A fired financial officer who won her
whistleblower claim against a video
game developer can collect
$354,127 in attorney’s fees, a Richmond federal court has ruled.
The court decided the fee dispute without waiting for a decision in the appeal by
defendant Southpeak Interactive Corporation of former CFO Andrea Jones’ $693,000
award, reduced from a jury award of
nearly $1 million. Among other rulings, the
trial judge endorsed the 250 hours Jones’
lawyers spent preparing to try the novel

© Virginia Lawyers Media, July 14, 2014

case in the rocket docket.
Jones sued Southpeak under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, alleging it fired her in retaliation for reporting misconduct by company employees who omitted to report a
personal loan to the company by its chairman, Terry Phillips. After Jones complained, a Securities and Exchange Commission investigation led to a cease-anddesist order and a $50,000 payment by
Southpeak.
Although the SOX statute is 12 years
old, Jones’ case appeared to be the first
SOX suit to go before a Virginia jury.
Senior U.S. District Judge Robert E.
Payne resolved the debate over market
rates for hourly billing in the Richmond

Publisher’s Notebook

Warner: Filibuster of shield law will fail
Sen. Mark Warner, D-Va., wants to
see the federal shield law come to
the floor of the Senate for discussion.
Any filibuster will fail, he said, predicting that the measure will attract
the 60 votes needed for cloture, including his.
The Free Flow of Information Act, S. 987,
passed the Senate Judiciary Committee
last September on a bipartisan 13-5 vote.
There currently is no federal protection for
journalists and their confidential sources;
the bill would establish a qualified reporter’s privilege at the federal level.
Senate leaders have been waiting until
they are sure that the bill will survive a filibuster before bringing it to the floor.
Currently an estimated 54-55 senators,
both Democrats and Republicans, have
agreed to vote for cloture, the procedure for
ending a filibuster. Sen. John Cornyn, RTex., opposes the measure and is expected to try to stop it.
Warner appeared at a roundtable in
Richmond July 2 with the board of the Virginia Coalition for Open Government (Disclosure: I am a member of this board).
“I think there should be a media shield
law,” Warner said, acknowledging that he
has not followed the current bill closely. “Intellectually, I’m for it,” he said.
“There needs to be a debate,” he added.
As a member of the Senate Intelligence
Committee, he said he “had seen the very
real damage” Edward Snowden had done
“to the U.S. and those allied with us” with
his revelations about the National Security Agency.

“How do we balance that in an open society?” he asked. “It’s a fair question.”
He noted to the VCOG board the questions about who would be covered as a
“journalist” and the limits of the shield.
The issue of who is covered by the FFIA
was vetted in the Judiciary Committee,
with a compromise reached last fall by Sen.
Diane Feinstein, D-Calif., and other senators. Under the bill,
the person providing
information obtained
from a confidential
source must have the
primary intent to
gather news and deliver it to the public; he
or she must have a
current relationship
with a news entity or
a past track record of
SEN. WARNER
freelancing. The bill
provides a safety valve that allows a federal judge to determine if someone is covered in cases that are not clear. Also, the
bill does not provide a shield for confidential information related to terrorism or national security.
Asked whether the bill will make it to
the floor, Warner said, “Will it be filibustered? Absolutely.”
But that effort will fail, he indicated. “I’ll
vote for cloture and there will be 60 votes,”
he said.

|
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rate for Roche, rather than the $200
area in a 41-page opinion filed July 2.
hourly rate Roche billed in the case.
Southpeak did not challenge the $300
Payne was untroubled by the fact that
per hour charged by senior attorneys at
Thorsen did not produce evidence of what
Sands Anderson PC, who represented
he actually billed Jones, or by
Jones from July 2009 until
Thorsen’s failure to produce
February 2012, as she went
a copy of the contingency fee
through the administrative
arrangement Jones had exeprocedure required by SOX
cuted.
and attempted to settle her
What the client paid or
case.
was billed “is of marginal
But it did object to the
utility in determining the
rates requested by Jones’
market rates,” as trial evitrial attorneys, $425 per
dence showed Jones had
hour for partner James B.
been “financially devastated
Thorsen and $250 per hour
for a considerable period of
for associate Jesse A. Roche.
time after having lost her
Southpeak wanted to
job,” Payne said.
hold Thorsen to the $375
THORSEN
Southpeak complained
per hour he won in a Title
that both law firms that repVII race discrimination case
resented Jones used “block
five years earlier.
billing,” or grouping multiple
Richmond trial lawyers
legal tasks under a single enHarris D. Butler III and
try. The court applied a 10Craig J. Curwood vouched
percent across-the-board refor Thorsen’s requested
Two experienced trial
duction to the fee request for
rates in affidavits filed with
Sands Anderson, to account
the court. Harris said he
lawyers vouched for the
for block billing. It found no
currently charges $420 per
$425 hourly rate sought
block billing by Thorsen’s
hour, and both local lawyers
by James B. Thorsen.
firm, but deducted 27.8 hours
said the requested rates in
The figure was lower
from its bill for work on an
fact were lower than those
than fees charged by
unsuccessful breach of concharged by similarly skilled
tract claim
lawyers handling like cases
similarly skilled lawyers
It also applied a 10-percent
in the Richmond area.
handling like cases in the
across-the-board
reduction
Jones pointed to a 2013
Richmond area, they said.
based on Thorsen’s combinareport by TyMetrix Legal
tion of contemporaneous and
Analytics that found a mereconstructed time entries
dian hourly rate of $543 in
for certain tasks.
2012 for partners with more
Payne awarded $54,351 to
than 21 years’ experience in
Sands
Anderson
and
Richmond, and a median
$299,776.05 to Marchant,
hourly rate of $257.50 for
Thorsen, Money, Baldwin &
associates with less than
Meyer LLP. The court held the Southpeak
three years’ experience.
defendants, the corporation and two senPayne went with a $420 hourly rate for
ior executives, jointly and severally liable
Thorsen, saying he could not conclude
for the fee award.
Thorsen commanded a higher rate than
Butler. He also approved the $250 hourly

“
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Leslie Ann Shaner,
Esquire
is pleased to announce
the establishment of

QDRO Virginia, PLC

— Paul Fletcher
Read the Publisher’s Notebook blog at
valawyersweekly.com
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The mission of QDRO Virginia, PLC, is to provide
attorneys and divorce clients with a high level of
specialization in the division of retirement plans
in divorce. Ms. Shaner’s years of experience in
this area ensures that the final product complies
with both federal and state law in a cost-effective
manner to ensure that all parties’ interests are
thoroughly analyzed and divided in a manner
consistent with their expectations.

Ms. Shaner is a graduate of Randolph-Macon
Woman’s College where she was elected to
. She graduated from Washington &
Lee University School of Law. She is the author
, has been named
of
to Virginia’s
, and was elected to
in 2012.
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Chesterfield, VA 23832
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News in Brief
One difference will be that the surveys,
to the extent possible, will be distributed
and completed electronically,
Kinser said. The change should
The Supreme Court of Virginia
cut costs.
has launched the Assembly-apLawyers are asked to rate
proved revival of the state’s Judijudges on their performance on
cial Performance Evaluation Prothe bench.
gram.
Judges will be evaluated three
In a memo to Virginia lawyers,
times during a first term and
Chief Justice Cynthia D. Kinser
twice during second and later
said surveys are again being adterms, Kinser said.
ministered by a research unit at
Facilitator judges will help the
Virginia Commonwealth Univerevaluated judges interpret the
sity and the survey forms should
CHIEF
evaluation results.
look the same as in the program
JUSTICE
Before the end of July, lawyers
that ended in 2009.

Court restarts judge
evaluation program

KINSER

VSB Disciplinary Actions
On June 30, the Virginia State Bar Ninth District subcommittee issued a public reprimand to Carter B. Garrett of Bedford for violating professional rules that
govern conflict of interest: former client, and communication with persons represented by counsel. This discipline was an agreed disposition of misconduct
charges, according to the VSB. See the story on page 1.
◆◆◆
On June 30, the VSB Fifth District subcommittee, Section III, issued a public reprimand to Dena M. Roudybush of Fairfax for violating professional rules
that govern professional independence of a lawyer and direct contact with potential clients. This discipline was an agreed disposition of misconduct charges,
according to the VSB.

VIRGINIA

LAWYERS WEEKLY
707 East Main Street, Suite 1750

should expect an email with a survey designed to identify potential respondents for
particular judges. Kinser said lawyers
can expect such screening surveys two
times a year.
VCU hopes to assemble at least 180 respondents for each judge evaluation,
Kinser said.
Even though the JPE program is now revived, budget delays may have ended
hopes of having any evaluations completed for the Assembly’s 2015 judicial selection process, Kinser said last month.

Korean firm to pay $2M
to settle case in Virginia
(AP) A South Korean chemical company has agreed to pay $2 million to settle
a criminal complaint alleging attempted
theft of a competitor’s trade secrets.
The complaint against Toray Chemical
Korea Inc. was filed July 9 in U.S. District
Court in Richmond. In an accompanying
deferred prosecution agreement, Toray
admitted the allegations are true and
agreed to pay the penalty and take corrective actions. The government agreed to
drop the case after two years if Toray com-

■ See News in Brief, on PAGE 5
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News in Brief
plies with the agreement.
According to court papers, Toray sought
to develop a fiber used in protective fabrics, electrical insulation and other products that is similar to a fiber manufactured
by E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. Toray hired or tried to hire as consultants former DuPont employees to obtain
information about the DuPont product.

Change in prison health
provider could delay suit
(AP) A lawsuit alleging deficient medical
services at a Virginia women’s prison
could be delayed by a change in health care
providers.
The Department of Corrections announced July 8 that it has hired Armor
Correctional Health Services Inc. to provide medical care at the state’s prisons
starting Oct. 1.
The current provider, Corizon Health
Inc., is terminating its contract after a little more than a year. Armor also had the
contract before Corizon.
The prison system and Corizon are being sued by five inmates at the Fluvanna
Correctional Center for Women. The defendants have asked a federal judge in Charlottesville to put the litigation on hold and
dismiss Corizon from the lawsuit. The complaint was filed two years ago and already
has been delayed twice. Trial is set for Dec.
1.

SunTrust Mortgage settles
federal probe for $320M
CHARLOTTESVILLE (AP) SunTrust
Mortgage Inc. has agreed to pay up to $320

million to resolve allegations that it misled customers seeking loan modifications
under a government program established
to help homeowners avoid foreclosure,
the company and federal authorities said
July 3.
According to a statement of facts filed
with the settlement, the Richmond-based
mortgage arm of Atlanta-based SunTrust
Banks Inc., misrepresented or omitted information to borrowers participating in the
federal Home Affordable Modification
Program and failed to process applications
in a timely manner. The company is making up to $274 million available to thousands of customers who suffered financial
harm.
Government-sponsored enterprises Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac will receive $10
million, and $16 million will go to law enforcement agencies working on mortgage
fraud and related matters. SunTrust also
agreed to fund $20 million in grants to
housing counseling agencies and to improve its administration of the loan modification program.
“SunTrust has done the right thing by
agreeing to this novel package of restitution, remediation, and prevention, which
represents a significant victory not only for
SunTrust customers, but also for Americans who will receive counseling and other assistance when faced with financial
challenges,” U.S. Attorney Timothy Heaphy
said in a written statement.
Settlement documents say delays in
processing HAMP applications prevented
some borrowers from pursuing other options to save their homes. Customers also
were charged excessive interest and were
improperly reported to credit bureaus as
delinquent.
“SunTrust’s administration of the
HAMP program caused serious harm to
the very Americans it was supposed to
help,” the statement of facts says. It also
credits SunTrust with cooperating in the
investigation and says the executives and
managers responsible for the conduct in
2009 and 2010 are no longer with the company.
“We recognize that there were deficiencies in our administration of HAMP during the recession, and through the improvements we have made to our internal
processes and this restitution plan we are
demonstrating our commitment to meet
the high standards that we set for ourselves and that our customers expect,”
SunTrust Mortgage CEO Jerome Lienhard
said in a news release.
Last month, SunTrust and the Justice

O B I T U A R I E S

Department also agreed to a $1 billion settlement to resolve allegations that the company underwrote and endorsed faulty
mortgage loans between 2006 and 2012.

ginia’s political class last year by endorsing McAuliffe during the gubernatorial
campaign, and was paid $140,000 as a
campaign adviser.
McAuliffe’s appointments of lawmakers
to state positions come a month after DemMarsh, Howell appointed
ocratic Sen. Phil Puckett’s sudden resignato boards by McAuliffe
tion started a political firestorm and led to
a federal investigation. Puckett’s departure
(AP) Gov. Terry McAuliffe has appointgave control of the state Senate to Repubed two recently resigned Democratic lawlicans and dealt a blow to McAuliffe’s goal
makers to state boards.
of expanding Medicaid eligibility.
The governor announced
At the time of his resignation,
July 3 that he was appointing
Puckett was considering a high-levSen. Henry Marsh to be a
el job at the GOP-controlled tobacco
commissioner of the Virginia
commission, an arrangement that
Department of Alcoholic Bevsome Democrats characterized as
erage Control and Del. Algie
an improper back-room deal.
T. Howell, Jr. to be vice chairThe FBI has been investigating the
man of state’s parole board.
circumstances of Puckett’s resignaHowell will be paid $112,445
tion, and a grand jury has been emand Marsh will make
paneled. Puckett has denied any
$122,000, according to McAuwrongdoing.
liffe spokesman Brian Coy.
SEN MARSH
Some Republicans have suggested
Marsh and Howell recently
the probe is politically motivated
announced their resignations
and Virginia Republican Party Chairfrom the General Assembly.
man Pat Mullins used McAuliffe’s anLast week, Arlington Democnouncement as a way to mock the inrat Del. Bob Brink resigned to
vestigation.
take a job deputy commis“The Puckett precedent is clear: resioner for aging services at the
signing General Assembly to take a
Department for Aging and
government job — or even to considRehabilitative Services.
er taking a government job — is worThe 80-year-old Marsh
thy of empaneling a grand jury,”
worked as a civil rights lawyer
Mullins said in a statement.
and was Richmond’s first
But McAuliffe spokesman Brian
black mayor before serving DEL. HOWELL Coy rejected any comparison bemore than two decades in the
tween the governor’s appointments and
state Senate. Howell spent 10 years in the
Puckett’s departure, noting that only
House and was previously a member of the
Puckett’s resignation altered the balance
Norfolk Public School Board.
of power in the General Assembly.
A spot on the ABC board is widely
“Attempting to compare any of these apviewed as one of the more cushy political
pointments to other recently rumored apappointments that governors can make.
pointments would be an attempt to disOne of McAuliffe’s early picks for the
tract from an unfolding legal scandal and
board, GOP political operative Boyd Marnothing more,” said Coy.
cus, had to leave the job earlier this year
after House Republicans would not confirm
— Compiled from staff and wire reports
his appointment. Marcus shocked Vir-

Appellate Law Practice
in Virginia
Announcing the opening of

Norman A. Thomas, PLLC

Albert M. Orgain IV
Richmond area aviator and attorney Albert M. Orgain IV died June 27 when
the airplane he was piloting crashed in North Carolina. He was 75.
A member of Sands, Anderson, Marks and Miller for 43 years, he served as
the leader of the firm’s coverage and casualty litigation group for more than 20
years.
As a specialist in aviation litigation, Mr. Orgain earned many honors. He served
as the chairman of the Virginia Aviation Historical Society and was inducted
into the Virginia Aviation Hall of Fame in 2010 for his enthusiastic and persistent work in promoting aviation in Virginia.
In 2011, Mr. Orgain was named one of Virginia Lawyers Weekly’s Leaders in
the Law in recognition of his aviation law practice and support of aviation history. In 2013, he was named a Fellow of the Virginia Law Foundation.
After graduating from Virginia Military Institute in 1965, Mr. Orgain served
three years in the U.S. Army as an armor officer, helicopter gunship pilot and
instrument flight instructor. During the Vietnam War, he was twice awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross and the Purple Heart and received six Air Medals.
Upon graduation from the Washington & Lee law school in 1971, Mr. Orgain
clerked for U.S. District Judge John A. McKenzie in Norfolk for two years.
Mr. Orgain is survived by his wife, Jacquelyn Norman Orgain; two sons and
four grandchildren.

James C. Turk
Senior U.S. District Judge James C. Turk of Radford died July 6 at his home.
He was 91.
Judge Turk was appointed by President Richard Nixon to the federal bench
in 1972. He took senior status in 2002, and continued to serve in that capacity
until his death.
Judge Turk was born in Roanoke, and served in the United States Army.
He graduated from Roanoke College in 1949 and attended the Washington &
Lee University law school. He received his LL.B in 1952 and his J.D. in 1970.
He later served as adjunct professor at the Washington & Lee law school for two
years. He was in private practice with the firm of Dalton, Turk & Stone from
1952-1972, and served in the Virginia Senate of Virginia from 1959 -1972.
Judge Turk is survived by his wife and five children, as well as 15 grandchildren.
See also the story on page 2.

Norman A. Thomas

• Appellate litigation in Virginia’s appeals courts, the SCC,
and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit
• Accepting appeals in civil, criminal, traffic, domestic
relations, land use, municipal, and administrative law
cases
• Over 33 years’ practice experience in Virginia’s trial
and appellate courts and administrative tribunals
6802 PARAGON PLACE, SUITE 410
RICHMOND, VA 23230
(804) 441-6177
NORMANTHOMASLAW@GMAIL.COM
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VERDICTS & SETTLEMENTS

Motorcyclist struck in shopping mall parking lot
$800,000 Settlement
This motor vehicle collision occurred at
the Valley View Mall in Roanoke. The
plaintiff was riding a Kawasaki Sport motorcycle on Ring Road. At the same time,
the defendant and his girlfriend were
preparing to leave the mall parking lot in
separate vehicles. The defendant drove to
the end of an aisle in the parking lot and
stopped before entering Ring Road. As the
plaintiff approached, the defendant pulled
out in front of him, causing the plaintiff to
collide with the side of the defendant’s
SUV and be thrown from his motorcycle.
The defendant admitted that he did not see
the plaintiff’s motorcycle before the collision. The defendant alleged, through the
Type of action: Personal injury – motor
vehicle collision

Injuries alleged: Neck, back and shoulder
injuries resulting in chronic pain
Name of case: Hurt v. Chaney
Court: Roanoke Circuit Court
Case no.: CL10-1316

Resolved by: Mediation

Mediator: Michael C. Allen

Date resolved: Dec. 17, 2013

Special damages: $698,000 ($132,000
in past medical bills, past lost wages of

testimony of his girlfriend/fiancée, that
the plaintiff was
speeding on his
crotch rocket motorcycle. There was
minimal damage to
the plaintiff’s motorcycle or to the defendant’s
SUV.
Plaintiff argued that SUIT
the minimal property damage was consistent with his testimony that he was not
speeding.
The 35-year-old plaintiff sustained disc
injuries to his cervical spine and lumbar
spine with radiculopathy. The plaintiff also
suffered a Type 1 SLAP tear of his right
$189,000, and a future loss of earning
capacity of $377,000)
Verdict or settlement: Settlement
Amount: $800,000

Attorney for plaintiff: Jesse M. Suit III,
Norfolk

Plaintiff’s experts: Glenn W. Nichols, M.D.,
consulting orthopedic surgeon, Virginia
Beach; Peder K. Melberg, M.A., C.R.C.,
vocational rehabilitation, Richmond; Larry
A. Lynch, Ph.D., forensic economics,
Salem; Alan Michaelis, multimedia
services, Virginia Beach
Insurance carrier: Nationwide

Teen injured in auto accident
had previously fractured skull
$1,600,000 Settlement
Plaintiff was a high school student who
was a rear-seat passenger in a vehicle
driven by another high school student.
The driver, who was speeding, lost control and crashed into a tree. Plaintiff had
a previous occipital skull fracture two
years prior to this crash, and had recovered fully with no residual deficits or cognitive impairments. As a result of the second accident, plaintiff reinjured her
skull and developed cognitive and behavioral deficits. She ultimately became
Type of action: Personal injury – auto
accident

Injuries alleged: Mild Traumatic Brain
Injury, minor orthopedic injuries
treated by chiropractor
Name of case: Kostas v. Glazer

Court: State Court of Cobb County
(Georgia)
Case no.: 2012A3838-5

Date resolved: Feb. 24, 2014

Special damages: $17,621.72 medical bills

Verdict or settlement: Settlement

Amount: $1,600,000 (policy limits)

combative, lost any
educational or vocational initiative and
dropped out of high
school. She is now
pursuing her GED
and hopes to attend
college in the near
future.
Defendant alleged
that plaintiff’s curSMITH
rent problems were
pre-existing and
originated from the first crash.
[14-T-085]
Attorneys for plaintiff: Stephen M.
Smith, Hampton; George Pennebaker,
Dallas, Georgia
Attorneys for defendant: Russell Dunn
Waldon and Adam P. Smith, Atlanta

Plaintiff’s experts: Ronald C. Savage,
Ed. D., pediatric educational specialist;
Gregory J. O’Shanick, MD,
neuropsychiatry; Charles F. DeMark,
MS, CRC, vocational expert; Tariq
Javed, MD, neurology; Joseph N. Saba,
MD, neurology; Robert A. Portillo, DC,
chiropractic; Amy Johnson, Ph.D., RN,
CLCP, life care planning
Defendant’s experts: None identified

Insurance carrier: State Farm
Insurance

shoulder. The plaintiff has chronic pain in
his neck, back and extremities. An L5-S1
lumbar diskectomy surgery was performed
in 2009 approximately one year following
the accident, which did not provide the
plaintiff with significant relief.
The medical damages were complicated
by the fact that the plaintiff sought treatment from 16 different physicians and was
involved in a second motor vehicle collision
approximately one month following this
motorcycle accident. The plaintiff incurred
$131,606.95 in medical expenses. The
plaintiff was not able to return to his previous employment as a press brake operator at a steel mill. Plaintiff’s vocational
rehabilitation expert opined that the

plaintiff incurred a past wage loss of
$189,085 and plaintiff ’s future loss of
earning capacity is $17,330 annually.
Plaintiff’s economics experts reduced the
future losses to present value.
A multimedia presentation featuring
videos, maps and diagrams of the crash
scene was incorporated into the mediation.
The presentation also included property
damage photos, portions of the defendant’s discovery responses and deposition
testimony, video testimony of plaintiff’s
consulting orthopedic surgeon, before and
after photos of the plaintiff and video interviews of the plaintiff and his wife. The
case was resolved shortly after mediation.
[14-T-084]

Plaintiff’s Jeep caught fire
after low-impact accident
$1,400,000+
Settlement
Plaintiff was operating her 2005 Jeep
Liberty in rush hour traffic on Route 7
at the Fairfax/Loudoun County line.
Plaintiff ’s vehicle was struck in the
rear by a Ford Expedition whose driver
was checking his email. The collision occurred in bumper-to-bumper traffic, and
the speed of the initial collision was approximately 20-25 mph. The impact
caused the plaintiff’s vehicle to strike the
vehicle immediately in front of her,
which in turn struck the vehicle in front
of it, which then struck the next vehicle
in line. Immediately following the initial
collision, the Expedition was struck in
the rear by another vehicle. In all, there
were five vehicles involved in the crash.
None of the drivers, including the
plaintiff, suffered any orthopedic injuries due to the low speed of the collisions. Immediately after the plaintiff’s
Liberty struck the vehicle in front of it,
the Liberty rolled onto the passenger
door. Plaintiff, who was belted, was
trapped in the vehicle. The Liberty burst
into flames almost immediately upon the
initial impact by the Expedition. The involved drivers and other bystanders
tried to rescue plaintiff and ultimately
were successful in kicking out the front
windshield after approximately five or
Type of action: Personal injury product liability

Injuries alleged: Severe burn injuries
Court: Fairfax County Circuit Court
Resolved by: Mediation

Mediators: Paul Sheridan and Michael
Allen
Date resolved: March 21, 2014

Verdict or settlement: Settlement

Amount: $1,400,000 from the
defendant driver; confidential
settlement by Chrysler

Attorneys for plaintiff: Patrick M.
Regan and Amy S. Griggs,
Washington; William Virgulak, Fairfax

REGAN

GRIGGS

six minutes. Plaintiff suffered extensive burns over 78
percent of her
body, and required
hospitalization for
approximately
eight months after
the collision. She
has undergone
more than 34 sur- GRIGGS
geries, and faces
the prospect of additional surgeries. One of the rescuers
also suffered serious burn injuries and
was hospitalized for three weeks. The
case settled following an all-day mediation conference. The driver of the Expedition paid insurance policy limits of $1.4
million, and the terms of the settlement
with Chrysler (the Jeep’s manufacturer)
were confidential.
[14-T-086]
Plaintiff’s experts: Andrew D. Irwin,
accident reconstruction; Neil
Hannemann, forensic automotive
consultant; Chip Bush, fire
investigations/fire suppressions;
Sharon Reavis, life care planner; Peder
Melberg, vocational resources; Craig
Lichtblau, M.D., physical medicine and
rehabilitation; Marion H. Jordan, M.D.,
FACS, burn specialist; Phillip Fidler,
M.D., FACS, burn specialist; Dr. Sunjay
Berdia, orthopedic hand surgeon;
Susan Trachman, M.D., forensic
psychiatry; Raymond F. Morgan. M.D.,
plastic surgery; Richard J. Lurito,
Ph.D., economist
Defendant’s experts: The case settled
one day before Chrysler was
scheduled to identify expert witnesses.

SEND US YOUR VERDICTS & SETTLEMENTS
Virginia Lawyers Weekly encourages you to
send us reports of your case settlements and
verdicts. We feel this information is a valuable
service to the bar as a whole. It may also help
you fairly value your own cases and better
serve your clients.
It is our policy to publish all cases of interest,
regardless of the monetary amount or which
side won. We are not looking just for big dollar

recoveries. Sometimes the smaller cases present
the more novel issues and instructive lessons.
In addition, we are not seeking only personal
injury and tort recoveries — we want to present
verdicts and settlements as varied as the practice of law itself. Accordingly, we invite you to
report any case of note, whether it is domestic
relations, criminal law or workers’ compensation.

Verdict & Settlement Reports
Virginia Lawyers Weekly
707 East Main Street, Suite 1750
Richmond, VA 23219
1-800-456-5297
sarah.rodriguez@valawyersmedia.com
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124th VBA Summer Meeting
July 2-27, 2014
The Greenbrier • White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia

VBA Summer Meeting Agenda
THURSDAY, JULY 24, 2014
12:00-4:30 p.m. Board of Governors Luncheon and Meeting
2:00-6:00 p.m.

Registration and Information Desk
Courtesy of: SunTrust Bank

6:00-7:00 p.m.

Opening Reception (Children welcome.)
Courtesy of: Elliott Davis, LLC

FRIDAY, JULY 25, 2014
8:30-6:00 p.m.

FRIDAY, JULY 25, 2014, cont.
10:40-12:10 p.m. Concurrent CLE Programs
(See separate listing.)
12:15-1:45 p.m. Legacy Series Luncheon Presentation
A presentation of the Committee on Special Issues of
National and State Importance by the Virginia
Historical Society.
(For members, spouses and guests—separate registration and fee for lunch required.)
Courtesy of: Hunton & Williams LLP
2:00-3:30 p.m.

Registration and Information Desk
Courtesy of: SunTrust Bank

9:00-10:30 a.m. Concurrent CLE Programs
(See below.)
10:30-12:00 N

Spouse/Guest Program: A Culinary
Demonstration
“Glorious Chocolates!”
(Separate registration and fee required.)

General Session: Committee on Special
Issues of National and State Importance
“The Next Phase of the Women’s
Movement Must Be a Man’s Movement. Is
This a Pivotal Turn?”
A discussion led by award-winning author
Anne-Marie Slaughter based on her critically acclaimed article in The Atlantic, “Why
Women Still Can’t Have It All.”
Courtesy of: McCandlish & Lillard, P.C.
■ See Story, on PAGE 8

SLAUGHTER

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING
FRIDAY, JULY 25, 2014

FRIDAY, JULY 25, 2014, cont.

9:00-10:30 a.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Administrative Law Section
“Hot Topics (and not so hot topics) in Virginia
Administrative Law Practice and Procedure—
A 2014 Update.”

10:40-12:10 p.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Transportation Law and
Construction and Public Contracts Law Sections
“Public-Private Partnerships for Infrastructure in Virginia:
What’s the Deal?”

9:00-10:30 a.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Business Law, Civil
Litigation and Corporate Counsel Sections
“Minority Shareholder Oppression and CourtOrdered Corporate Dissolution.”

2:00-3:30 p.m.
(No Credits)

9:00-10:30 a.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Civil Litigation,
Judicial and Appellate Practice Sections
“16th Annual Review of Civil Decisions of the Supreme
Court of Virginia.”
A presentation by Judge Jane Marum Roush.

General Session: Committee on Special
Issues of National and State Importance
“The Next Phase of the Women’s Movement Must Be a
Man’s Movement. Is This a Pivotal Turn?”
A discussion led by award-winning author Anne-Marie
Slaughter based on her critically acclaimed article in The
Atlantic, “Why Women Still Can’t Have It All.”

3:30-5:30 p.m.
(2 Credits/
2 Ethics)

General Session: Law Practice Management Div.
“Confidentiality: Strength and Scope of the Duty
(Part I).” An ethics presentation by Thomas E. Spahn.

9:00-10:30 a.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Law Practice
Management Div.
“To Technology and Beyond: An Exploration of Law’s
New Landscape. The Good, the Bad and the
Inescapable Reality of the Integration into the
Practice of Law.”

10:40-12:10 p.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Civil Litigation Section
“What Civil Litigators and Business Lawyers
Need to Know About Government Investigations.”

10:40-12:10 p.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Health Law and
Intellectual Property and Information
Technology Law Sections
“Keeping It In The Vault: Protecting Your Client’s
Confidential Information.”

10:40-12:10 p.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Real Estate and
Environment, Natural Resources and Energy
Law Sections
“Brownfield Liability and Redevelopment Update:
Old Dogs, New Tricks.”

SATURDAY, JULY 26, 2014
9:00-10:30 a.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Civil Litigation,
and Appellate Practice Sections
“The Roberts Court at Age Eight: The 2013 U.S.
Supreme Court Term in Review.”

9:00-10:30 a.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Criminal Law and
Domestic Relations Sections
“Legal Jeopardy: Family Feuds and Offenses.”

9:00-10:30 a.m.
(1.5 Credits)

Concurrent Session: Law Practice
Management Div.
“Storing Data in the Clouds: Is It a Silver Lining.”

9:00-10:30 a.m.
(1.5 Credits/
1.5 Ethics)

Concurrent Session: Lawyers Helping
Lawyers
“Drinking, Gambling and Sex Addictions:
Hear the Latest Results From the Virginia Lawyers
Helping Lawyers Survey.”
Note: MCLE Credit for all programming pending.
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124th VBA Summer Meeting
July 2-27, 2014
The Greenbrier • White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia
FRIDAY, JULY 25, 2014, cont.
3:30-5:30 p.m.

6:30-7:30 p.m.

7:30-9:30 p.m.

General Session: Law Practice Management
Division (2 CLE Credits/2 Ethics)
“Confidentiality: Strength and Scope of the Duty (Part I).”
A fast-paced ethics presentation by Thomas E. Spahn utilizing hypotheticals.
Reception (black tie)
Courtesy of: CSX Corporation and
Norfolk Southern Corporation
Banquet (black tie)
Presentation of VBA Honors
Recognition of 2014 VBA Life Members
Dancing and Entertainment
Entertainment Courtesy of: Equity Concepts, L.L.C.
Decor Design Courtesy of: MercerTrigiani

``

SATURDAY, JULY 26, 2014
8:30-9:30 a.m.

YLD Executive Council Breakfast Meeting

8:30-1:00 p.m.

Registration and Information Desk
Courtesy of: SunTrust Bank

9:00-10:30 a.m.

Concurrent CLE Programs
(See page 7.)

11:00-12:30 p.m. U.S. Senate Candidates Debate
(Members, spouses and guests
are welcome.
Members of the public welcome
at no charge with separate
registration.)
Refreshments Courtesy of: Hogan
Lovells U.S. LLP
12:45-1:30 p.m.

Meet-the-Candidates Reception
Courtesy of: Dominion Resources
(Members, spouses and guests
are welcome.)

6:30-7:30 p.m.

Reception (business attire)
Courtesy of: LexisNexis

9:30-11:30 p.m.

YLD Social
(All lawyers and their families welcome.)
Courtesy of: Norfolk Southern Corporation

Visual Presentation Courtesy of:
McGuireWoods LLP
After Dinner President’s Reception Courtesy of:
Williams Mullen and Hunton & Williams LLP

Sign up
today for the

SEN. MARK WARNER

Daily Alert

ED GILLESPIE

Virginia Lawyers Weekly Daily
Alerts are emails updating you
on the latest, most relevant
legal news in Virginia.
In the Alert, you’ll get:
• Headline news from Virginia Lawyers Weekly
• Important legal stories from news outlets across
the commonwealth
• Links to vital and interesting posts on our three
blogs – The VLW Blog, The Publisher’s Notebook,
and The SCoVA Blog

Anyone can sign up for the Daily Alert — you don’t have to
be a subscriber to take advantage of this opportunity! If
you are not already signed up - don’t miss out!

Go to the VLW website at
valawyersweekly.com
to sign up today!
For additional information, contact Sarah Rodriguez at
800-456-5297, ext. 14024,
or by e-mail at sarah.rodriguez@valawyersmedia.com

No
subscriptio
n
necessary!
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The Week’s Opinions
Need a copy of a full-text opinion?

■ U.S. Court of Appeals
Choice-of-Law Clause
Trumps Laches

Admiralty

In this admiralty litigation over insurance coverage for damage caused by a
tugboat that ran aground on a coral reef
in 1998, the district court could apply the
choice-of-law provision for New York law
in the insurance contract between the
parties, and the 4th Circuit affirms the
judgment that the carrier’s claims are
time-barred.
Appellant American Steamship Owners
Mutual Protection and Indemnity Association Inc. (the Club) is a non-profit insurer for vessel owners and charterers
against third-party liabilities arising from
ownership and operation of insured vessels. Appellee Dann Ocean Towing Inc.
was a member of the Club between 1995
and 2001. Dann obtained insurance
through the Club for a tugboat, which
damaged a barge when the tugboat ran
aground on a coral reef in 1998. The barge
owner asserted a claim against Dann for
property damage and the U.S. asserted a
claim against Dann for environmental
damage for the Reef. Dann settled both
parties’ claims in November 2001 for
$2.17 million. Litigation over policy coverage and related issues ensued between
the Club and Dann.
The district court held that claims arising from the maritime insurance contract
between Dann, the tugboat owner, and
the Club are subject to New York’s sixyear statute of limitations, which barred
all the Club’s claims except for one concerning a $76,925.56 premium.
Because the parties’ contract expressly
provided that claims brought against the
Club were subject to an even shorter twoyear limitation, the court ruled that
Dann’s indemnity claims against the Club
were time-barred under the parties’ contract, but those claims could be employed
defensively under the doctrine of recoupment to offset the entirety of the Club’s
surviving claim for the unpaid insurance
premium. The court ultimately held that
neither party could recover against the
other, granted Dann’s motion to reduce
the amount of its bond from $500,000 to
$100,000, and directed that the case be
closed. The Club appealed.
We disagree with the Club’s argument
that because the case arises under admiralty jurisdiction, the trial court was required to apply the doctrine of laches as
the procedural law of the maritime forum, rather than New York’s statute of
limitations.
We agree with the district court and
with the reasoning of Cooper v. Meridian
Yachts Ltd., 575 F.3d 1151 (11th Cir.
2009), and Italia Marittima SPA v. Seaside Transp. Servs. LLC, (N.D. Cal. Sept. 7,
2010) (unpublished), that an otherwise
valid choice-of-law provision in a maritime contract is enforceable and may require application of a jurisdiction’s
statute of limitations, in lieu of the doctrine of laches, to govern issues regarding
the timeliness of claims asserted under
that agreement.
The plain language of the contract before us unambiguously provides that the
contract shall be “governed by” New York
law. This phrase clearly signals the parties’ intent, that subject to any exceptions
stated in the contract, New York law will
be applied as “governing” the timeliness
of claims asserted under the contract.
Even if we were to assume the choice-oflaw provision is ambiguous, we would resolve any ambiguity against the insurer
and in favor of the insured party.
We hold the district court correctly applied New York’s six-year statute of limitations to the Club’s claims arising under
its maritime insurance contract with
Dann.
Judgment affirmed.
American Steamship Owners Mutual
Protection & Indemnity Ass’n Inc. v. Dann
Ocean Towing Inc. (Keenan) No. 13-1495,
June 26, 2014; USDC at Baltimore, Md.
(Blake) David H. Fromm for appellant;
Allen K. von Spiegelfeld for appellees.
VLW 014-2-122, 12 pp.

➧ Free full text opinions from the Supreme Court of Virginia, Virginia Court of Appeals,
the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, and U.S. District Court (Western District) are
available through our website, valawyersweekly.com, under the Opinions tab.
➧ Subscribers can access Virginia Circuit Court and Eastern District cases free of charge on
our website. A user ID and password are required.
➧ Non-subscribers can order opinions by emailing Opinions@valawyersmedia.com or
calling 1-800-456-5297 ext. 14010. The cost for emailed opinions is $2 per page. Please
include name, phone number, email address and billing address to ensure prompt response.

Md. Burglary Conviction Not
‘Crime of Violence’

Criminal

A conviction under Maryland’s first-degree burglary statute cannot be used to
enhance a sentence for unlawful reentry
into the U.S.; the 4th Circuit vacates defendant’s enhanced sentence, as Maryland courts have construed the state’s
first-degree burglary statute more
broadly than the U.S. Supreme Court’s
definition of generic burglary, to possibly
include burglary of motor vehicles or
boats.
Defendant pled guilty without a plea
agreement to one count of illegal reentry
in violation of 8 U.S.C. §§ 1326(a) and
(b)(2). The district court found that defendant’s 2000 Maryland conviction of first
degree burglary qualified as a crime of violence and applied the sentencing guideline under USSG § 2L1.2(b)(1)(A)(ii) to
impose a 41-month sentence.
We conclude there is a realistic possibility that Maryland would apply its first degree burglary statute, Md. Code Ann.,
Crim. Law § 6-202(a), to conduct that falls
outside the Supreme Court’s definition of
“generic burglary.” This conclusion is well
supported because the Maryland Court
of Appeals has not limited the term
“dwelling” to a building or structure. Further, the Maryland Court of Special Appeals has held a recreational vehicle to be
a dwelling – a holding that the Court of
Appeals discussed and in no way rejected
when it had a chance to in a later case. A
Maryland conviction of first degree burglary cannot constitute a crime of violence for purposes of USSG §
2L1.2(b)(1)(A)(ii). The district court erred
by applying that enhancement and defendant’s sentence must be vacated.
Vacated and remanded.
Dissent
Motz, J.: I agree that “generic burglary”
has been deemed a crime of violence sufficient to support an enhanced federal
sentence. I agree that we employ the categorical approach to determine whether
first-degree burglary in Maryland criminalizes no more than “generic burglary.” I
agree that the majority correctly states
the elements of “generic burglary” and
correctly applies those elements to the
guidelines context. Finally, I agree that,
as a federal court, we have no authority to
place a construction on a state statute
different from the one rendered by the
highest court of the state. It is precisely
for these reasons that I must respectfully
dissent. For in concluding that Maryland’s first-degree burglary statute criminalizes more than “generic burglary,” the
majority does place a construction on that
statute different from the one rendered by
Maryland’s highest court.
I would affirm.
U.S. v. Henriquez (Wynn) No. 13-4238,
June 27, 2014; USDC at Greenbelt, Md.
(Titus) Paresh S. Patel, FPD, for appellant; Kelly O. Hayes, AUSA, for appellee.
VLW 014-2-124, 26 pp.

Jury Should Hear
‘Functionality’ Issue

Intellectual Property

In plaintiff ’s suit alleging defendant
Kimberly-Clark’s use of a dot pattern in
its absorbent “GoodNites” bed mats infringed plaintiff’s rights in its own dotembossed pattern for a textile-like absorbent material, the jury should have
been allowed to decide whether the dot
pattern was “functional” or merely ornamental, and the 4th Circuit vacates summary judgment for Kimberly-Clark on
this issue.

Appellant McAirlaids Inc. produces
“airlaid,” a textile-like material composed
of cellulose fiber and used in a wide variety of absorbent goods, including medical
supplies, hygiene products and food packages. McAirlaids uses a patented pressure-fusion process with a raised pixel
pattern to bond the fiber layers into the
textile-like product. McAirlaids also has
registered the pixel pattern as trade
dress.
McAirlaids sued Kimberly-Clark after
it began using a similar dot pattern on its
GoodNites bed mats, an absorbent product manufactured in a manner different
from McAirlaids’ pads. The district court
bifurcated the issues in the case. In the
first phase, the only question was
whether the dot pattern on McAirlaid’s
absorbent products was functional, and
thus not protectable as trade dress. At
this stage, the district court found the dot
pattern was functional, and granted summary judgment for Kimberly-Clark. We
reverse.
Functionality – the only issue presented by this case – is a question of fact
that is generally put to a jury. When a
company wants to protect a functional
feature of a product design, it must turn
to patent law rather than trademark law.
On appeal, the parties agree that the
pressurized bonding points are themselves functional because these areas actually fuse the layers of fluff pulp into a

textile-like material. The parties, however, dispute whether McAirlaid’s chosen
embossing pattern is functional.
McAirlaid’s fiber-fusion process and resulting material are patented; however, as
we have pointed out, the patents do not
extend to any specific embossing pattern
or the shapes used therein. Patents for
other nonwoven products specify that dotshaped patterns are preferred for embossed bonding, but such patents also indicate that many designs also can be
used.
Deciding whether McAirlaids’ embossing pattern affects the quality of its pads
requires weighing evidence and making
credibility determinations. Those are
functions for a jury, not the judge. In sum,
there remains a dispute of material fact
as to whether a specific embossing pattern is the reason the device works, or is
merely an ornamental, incidental or arbitrary aspect of the device. Summary judgment was inappropriate.
Judgment vacated and case remanded.
McAirlaids Inc. v. Kimberly-Clark Corp.
(Duncan) No. 13-2044, June 25, 2014;
USDC at Roanoke, Va. (Wilson) Frank K.
Friedman for appellant; Andrew G.
Klevorn for appellees. VLW 014-2-121, 15
pp.

Plan’s Non-Debtor Release
Not Enforceable

Bankruptcy

Debtor, a nonprofit public charity that
administers donor-advised funds, may not
include in its Chapter 11 bankruptcy reorganization plan a non-debtor release
provision; the 4th Circuit says debtor has
not met its burden of proof to justify such
a release, and affirms the lower courts’ decisions.
Debtor, National Heritage Foundation
Inc., filed a voluntary Chapter 11 peti-
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tion in 2009 after a state court entered a
multimillion dollar judgment against it.
Initially, the lower courts approved a reorganization plan with the non-debtor release provision that covered NHF, the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors
and its members; any designated representatives of the Committee; and any
NHF officers, directors or employees of
NHF, the Committee or their successors
and assigns.
On the first appeal, this court vacated
that portion of the district court judgment
affirming the Release Provision, holding
that the bankruptcy court failed to make
sufficient factual findings to support its
conclusion that the Release Provision was
essential. We directed the bankruptcy
court on remand to consider the six substantive factors enumerated in In re Dow
Corning Corp., 280 F.3d 648 (6th Cir.
2002).
On remand, the bankruptcy court concluded that only one factor – an identity
of interests between NHF and the Released Parties – clearly weighed in favor
of NHF, and it declared the Release Provision unenforceable. We conclude NHF
has failed to carry its burden of proving
the facts and circumstances of this case
justify the Release Provision.
NHF has failed to show that: the Released Parties made a substantial contribution of assets to its reorganization; the
non-debtor Release Provision is “essential” to its reorganization, based on the
fact a prior judgment triggered the bankruptcy or the risk of officer-and-director
flight; the class or classes affected by the
Release Provision overwhelmingly voted
in favor of the plan; the reorganization
plan provides a mechanism to consider
and pay all or substantially all of the class
or classes affected by the non-debtor release; and/or the plan provides an opportunity for those who chose not to settle to
recover in full.
Our review shows that one factor – the
possibility that NHF will have to indemnify its officers and directors for litigation
expenses – weighs clearly in favor of the
Release Provision. But NHF has failed to
provide sufficient evidence that it faces a
strong possibility of suits that would trigger its indemnity obligation, much less
that such suits would threaten its reorganization. An indemnity obligation is
not, by itself, sufficient to justify a nondebtor release.
NHF has not made the necessary showing to support the risk of donor litigation,
nor has it carried its broader burden of
justifying the non-debtor release in its reorganization plan.
Judgment affirmed.
National Heritage Foundation Inc. v.
Highbourne Foundation (Diaz) No. 131608, June 27, 2014; USDC at Alexandria, Va. (Trenga) David B. Goroff for appellant; Glenn W. Merrick for appellees.
VLW 014-7-123, 18 pp.

Court Can Consider
Damages for Abu Ghraib
Torture

Civil Procedure

A federal district court has subject matter jurisdiction to consider civil claims for
damages under the Alien Tort Statute
against an American corporation for the
torture and mistreatment of foreign nationals at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq;
the 4th Circuit vacates a contrary decision by the lower court, and directs it to
reconsider whether plaintiffs’ claims present nonjusticiable political questions.
The primary issue here is whether the
Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1350, as interpreted by the Supreme Court in Kiobel
v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 133 S.Ct.
1659 (2013), provides a jurisdictional basis for the alleged violations of international law, despite the presumption
against extraterritorial application of acts
of Congress.
We conclude the decision in Kiobel does
not foreclose plaintiffs’ claims under the
Alien Tort Statute, and find the district
court erred in reaching a contrary conclu-
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sion. We hold that plaintiffs’ claims “touch
and concern” the territory of the U.S. with
sufficient force to displace the presumption against extraterritorial application of
the ATS.
However, we are unable to determine
from the present record whether the
claims before us present nonjusticiable
political questions. Therefore, we do not
reach the additional issue of the district
court’s dismissal of plaintiffs’ common law
claims, and we vacate the district court’s
judgment with respect to all plaintiffs’
claims and remand the case to the district
court. We direct the district court to undertake factual development of the record
and analyze its subject matter jurisdiction in light of our decision in Taylor v.
Kellogg Brown & Root Services Inc., 658
F. 3d 402 (4th Cir. 2011).
Based on our conclusion that plaintiffs’
ATS claims are within the statute’s reach,
we address whether those claims or plaintiffs’ common law tort claims raise any
nonjusticiable political questions.
The “touch and concern” language set
forth in the majority opinion in Kiobel
contemplates that courts will apply a factbased analysis to determine whether particular ATS claims displace the presumption against extraterritorial application.
Here, plaintiffs’ claims allege acts of
torture committed by U.S. citizens who
were employed by an American corporation, CACI, which has corporate headquarters in Fairfax County, Virginia. The
alleged torture occurred at a military facility operated by U.S. government personnel. In addition, the employees who
allegedly participated in the acts of torture were hired by CACI in the U.S. to fulfill the terms of a contract that CACI executed with the U.S. Department of the
Interior, issued by a government office in
Arizona, and CACI was authorized to collect payments in excess of $19 million by
mailing invoices to government accounting offices in Colorado. Under the terms of
the contract, CACI interrogators were required to obtain security clearances from
the U.S. Department of Defense. Plaintiffs also allege that CACI managers located in the U.S. were aware of reports of
misconduct abroad, attempted to cover
up the misconduct and implicitly, if not
expressly, encouraged it.
We conclude plaintiffs’ ATS claims
“touch and concern” U.S. territory with
sufficient force to displace the presumption against extraterritorial application
based on : 1) CACI’s status as a U.S. corporation; 2) the U.S. citizenship of CACI’s
employees, upon whose conduct the ATS
claims are based; 3) the record facts showing that CACI’s contract was issued in
the U.S. by a federal agency and required
CACI employees to obtain DOD security
clearances; 4) the allegations that CACI
managers in the U.S. gave tacit approval
to the acts of torture committed by CACI
employees at Abu Ghraib, attempted to
cover up the misconduct and encouraged
it; and 5) the expressed intent of Congress to provide aliens access to the U.S.
courts and to hold U.S. citizens accountable for torture committed abroad.
We hold the district court erred in concluding it lacked subject matter jurisdiction under the ATS, and we vacate the
district court judgment dismissing plaintiffs’ ATS claims on that basis. We instruct the district court to reexamine the
justiciability of the ATS claims and the
common law tort claims before proceeding
further in the case.
Vacated and remanded.
Al Shimari v. CACI Premier Technology
Inc. (Keenan) No. 13-1937, June 30, 2014;
USDC at Alexandria, Va. (Lee) Baher
Azmy for appellants; Joseph W. Koegel Jr.
for appellees. VLW 014-2-125, 48 pp.

No Resentencing for Drug
Quantity Error

Criminal

A trial court’s erroneous jury instruction on conversion of pounds to kilograms
and absence while the jury reviewed defendant’s recorded police interviews do
not require reversal of or resentencing
for defendant’s convictions arising from a
large-scale marijuana trafficking enterprise and a related kidnapping and murder; the 4th Circuit affirms defendant’s
life sentence.
Appellant argues the district court erroneously permitted the jury to view her
two recorded police station interviews.
She posits that her trial was structurally
undermined by the trial judge’s absence
while the jury listened to the second interview on playback. She also suggests
the uncertainty surrounding the jury’s
verdict as to the drug quantity attributable to the conspiracy requires a remand.
Specifically, appellant requests that she
be resentenced on count one in accordance with the more lenient five-to-40
year range in 18 U.S.C. § 841(b)(1)(B) for
a quantity of marijuana amounting to at
least 100 kilograms, but less than 1,000.
A trial judge’s absence from the bench
may, depending on the circumstances,
constitute a structural error that is reversible per se. The record reflects no contemporaneous objection to the court’s absence from the bench. The judge was
absent for a relatively short time after
all the evidence had been presented; no
rulings were requested during the court’s
absence, and fortunately, nothing else of
note occurred in the courtroom. We are
content to say that our decision in U.S. v.
Love, 134 F.3d 595 (4th Cir. 1998), compels the conclusion that the error complained of here was harmless.
An error in contravention of Apprendi
v. U.S., 530 U.S. 466 (2000), and its progeny, however, is not a structural one and
may be reviewed for harmlessness. The
court gave an inaccurate drug quantity
instruction and the attendant verdict
form allegedly led the jury astray. A fair
reading of the trial transcript reveals that
trial counsel for appellant identified the
potential pitfall of the English/metric conversion rate, but then deferred to – and
ultimately accepted without further question – the court’s resolution grounded in
its imperfect recollection.
It would have been a simple matter for
someone in the courtroom to have used a
cell phone, computer or even an old-fashioned printed reference to quickly and authoritatively ascertain the accurate conversion calculation of a pound to a
kilogram, of which the district court could
have properly taken judicial notice. That
someone did not surely indicates that all
parties were content with the court’s
flawed methodology.
Even were we to afford appellant every
benefit of the doubt, the government
proved the conspiracy trafficked in tens of
thousands of pounds of marijuana over its
10-year course, amounting to many multiples of the quantity required to impose
a life sentence.
Appellant’s assertion of a Fifth Amendment violation begins with a uniquely
Sixth Amendment premise: that the
lawyer who represented her in the cash
smuggling prosecution was constitutionally ineffective by failing to accompany
her to the police station, where she was
questioned about uncharged criminal activity. The neglect of her Florida counsel,
according to appellant, left her helpless
before the police and rendered involuntary the entirety of her statements during
the two recorded police interviews.
Appellant’s theory of involuntariness
is not one we are prepared to embrace.
Counsel, by not insisting that he accom-

pany her to the police station interviews,
may well have unwittingly enabled his
client’s misbegotten belief that she could
talk her way out of the trouble that was
looming. A mere breakdown in communication between appellant and her lawyer,
however, does not compel the conclusion
that the latter was constitutionally ineffective. There being no legitimate basis to
suppress the recordings of the interviews,
the district court did not err in admitting
them.
Convictions and sentence are affirmed.
U.S. v. Brown (King) No. 13-4249, July
1, 2014; USDC at Baltimore, Md. (Quarles) Gary Proctor for appellant; Peter M.
Nothstein, AUSA, for appellee. VLW 014-2126, 24 pp.

Juror’s Request for Bible
Verse Suggests Bias

Criminal

A juror’s contact with her father during
sentencing deliberations in a capital murder case, in which her father responded to
her request for a Bible verse to guide her
with reference to a “eye for an eye,” suggests a possible violation of defendant’s
Sixth Amendment right to an impartial
jury; the 4th Circuit reverses the denial of
habeas relief and remands for an evidentiary hearing.
In rejecting defendant’s motion for postconviction relief, the state court relied
upon several Sixth Amendment “Bibleverse” cases from our circuit, most notably Robinson v. Polk, 438 F.3d 350 (4th
Cir. 2006).
Here, according to the affidavits presented to the state court deciding the motion for appropriate relief, the juror asked
her father where she “could look in the
Bible for help and guidance in making
[her] decision for between life and death.”
He, in turn, directed her to an (as yet) undetermined “eye for an eye” verse, which
she consulted in private the night before
returning the verdict.
The affidavit did not allege the juror
discussed with her father the facts or evidence that had been presented in the
trial, or the status of the jury’s deliberations. Nor was there any evidence that
the juror’s father expressed any opinion
about the case or attempted to influence
her vote. Nevertheless, defendant presented a credible allegation of a private
communication about the matter pending before the jury, entitling defendant to
the presumption of prejudice and an evidentiary hearing. We hold that the state
court’s failure to apply the presumption
from Remmer v. U.S., 347 U.S. 227 (1954),
and to conduct an evidentiary hearing in
light of this showing was contrary to or an
unreasonable application of Supreme
Court precedents applicable to juror-influence claims.
Because the state MAR court unreasonably denied defendant’s motion for further evidentiary development, defendant
did not fail to develop the factual basis of
his claim under 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e). On remand, he will be given the opportunity to
develop the record as it pertains to the juror’s extraneous conversation with her father, but he will not be entitled to the
Remmer presumption in attempting to
demonstrate that the communication had
a substantial and injurious effect or influence on the jury verdict. To be entitled to
habeas relief, defendant will need to affirmatively prove actual prejudice by
demonstrating that the jury verdict was
tainted by the extraneous communication.
Judgment reversed and case remanded
for an evidentiary hearing on whether
the communication between the juror and
her father about the Bible verse had a
substantial and injurious effect on the
jury verdict.
Reversed and remanded.
Concurrence
Shedd, J.: If we were writing on a clean
slate, I would affirm the district court’s
grant of summary judgment to the state.
However, I agree that, given our sweeping
decision in Barnes v. Joyner [VLW 014-2086], we are constrained to vacate the
grant of summary judgment and remand
for an evidentiary hearing.
Hurst v. Joyner (Traxler) No. 13-6, July
(See Opinions, on page 11)
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2, 2014; USDC at Greensboro, N.C.
(Schroeder) Robert H. Hale Jr. for appellant; Mary C. Hollis, NDDOJ, for appellee.
VLW 014-2-130, 25 pp.

IP Dispute Should Go Back
to State Court

Civil Procedure

In this litigation involving multiple
state and federal court proceedings that
included a contest over intellectual property used by Ham’s Restaurants in North
Carolina, the 4th Circuit says the district
court erred in dismissing appellant Flying
Pigs’ action against the purchaser of the
intellectual property, as the court should
have remanded the matter to state court.
Flying Pigs initiated this action to enforce, by foreclosure and judicial sale, an
equitable lien against certain trademarks
and associated goodwill now owned by
RRAJ Franchising. The equitable lien was
the result of a 2010 lawsuit in state court
in which Flying Pigs was awarded more
than $500,000 for rental payments owned
by its delinquent commercial tenant,
Chelda Inc.
Chelda, headquartered in Greensboro
in Guilford County, owned Ham’s Restaurants Inc. Ham’s operated a number of
eponymously named family eateries in
North Carolina and Virginia. In 1999,
Chelda and Ham’s executed a 20-year
lease with Flying Pigs to house a Ham’s
Restaurant in Kinston. By 2008, However, Chelda and Ham’s were in financial
turmoil and by June 2009, ceased making
their monthly rental payments to Flying
Pigs. Flying Pigs ultimately entered the
Kinston restaurant to secure the premises and Ham’s, but not Chelda, filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Ham’s rejected
the Kinston lease.
Flying Pigs sued Chelda and won a default judgment in Guilford County in excess of $567,000. Flying Pigs sought an
equitable lien against two federally registered trademarks and their associated
goodwill, which had been registered by
Chelda but used exclusively by Ham’s.
The state court imposed an equitable lien
on and authorized the judicial sale of, the
intellectual property. Flying Pigs registered a notice of its equitable lien with the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
In the Ham’s bankruptcy, a Greensboro
entity called RCR Marketing LLC bid
$360,000 for Ham’s property during the
Chapter 11 proceedings. On the morning
of the bankruptcy sale’s closing, however,
the Bank of North Carolina filed suit in
Guilford County against RCR and Chelda
to prevent the alleged unauthorized appropriation of Chelda’s property. The
Guilford County court awarded a temporary restraining order enjoining RCR and
Chelda’s use of the equipment and intellectual property. On the bankruptcy
trustee’s advice and insistence, the bankruptcy sale to RCR proceeded.
RCR removed BNC’s Guilford County
suit to the Middle District of North Carolina. BNC, Chelda and RCR agreed to
compromise and settle all their disputes
and the court dismissed the BNC suit
with prejudice. BNC released its security
interest in the intellectual property and
RCR assigned that property to its sister
entity, appellee RRAJ Franchising LLC.
Flying Pigs then filed the complaint
underlying this appeal against RRAJ
Franchising in Lenoir County seeking to
foreclose on its equitable lien against the
intellectual property, to subject that property to a judicial sale and to enjoin RRAJ
from any further use thereof in connection with operation of the Ham’s restaurants. RRAJ removed that case to the
Eastern District of North Carolina. That
court dismissed the suit, denying the remand requested by Flying Pigs and
granting RRAJ’s motion to dismiss on the
basis of res judicata on the ground that
the settlement of BNC’s Guilford County
lawsuit – to which Flying Pigs was not a
party – nonetheless barred the foreclosure action. Flying Pigs appealed.
Inasmuch as Flying Pigs and RRAJ are
North Carolina entities, the jurisdiction of
the district court was entirely dependent
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upon the existence of a federal question.
RRAJ maintains that Flying Pigs’
Lenoir County complaint necessarily
raises a significant federal issue because
Flying Pigs cannot prevail in its foreclosure action without resorting to the Lanham Act. We reject that contention. The
Lenoir County lawsuit is nothing more
than an action to enforce that equitable
lien – which has not been appealed, modified or challenged in any forum. It appears entirely unnecessary for Flying
Pigs to again prove its entitlement to the
equitable lien it seeks to enforce in the
Lenoir County court.
Assuming Flying Pigs were required to
reestablish Chelda’s ownership of the intellectual property in order to make a
prima facie case in the Lenoir County
lawsuit, we are yet unconvinced that a
significant federal issue would be necessarily raised. Our conclusion is supported
by the settled proposition that trademark
ownership is not acquired by federal or
state registration. Flying Pigs could well
argue that Chelda owned the intellectual
property simply by virtue of its use. A
plaintiff’s right to relief for a given claim
necessarily depends on a question of federal law only when every legal theory supporting the claim requires the resolution
of a federal issue. The “necessarily raised”
requirement for a “significant” federal issue has not been raised.
Flying Pigs has not filed a complaint
arising under the Lanham Act; it has initiated a foreclosure proceeding in Lenoir
County to enforce an equitable lien under
North Carolina law, and we are bound to
respect the state court lawsuit as such.
Under these circumstances, the remand
motion of Flying Pigs should have been
granted and this proceeding returned to
state court.
Vacated and remanded.
Flying Pigs LLC v. RRAJ Franchising
LLC (King) No. 13-2135, July 1, 2014;
USDC at Greenville, N.C. (Boyle) Ernest
B. Evans for appellant; Gavin J. Reardon
for appellee. VLW 014-2-128, 14 pp.

SSA Employee Convicted of
Benefit Fraud

Criminal

A defendant who began receiving Social
Security disability benefits in the mid1990s, while holding a series of jobs including a 2007 stint as a benefits technical examiner with the Social Security
Administration, and who did not respond
to inquiries about his additional income,
has his fraud conviction upheld by the
4th Circuit.
On appeal, defendant argues the indictment did not include essential elements of the fraud charges and was
barred by the statute of limitations.
The indictment charged defendant with
Social Security fraud in violation of 42
U.S.C. § 408(a)(4) and federal health benefit program fraud in violation of 42
U.S.C. § 1320a-7b. The indictment identified defendant’s employment history,
starting in 1996 and continuing through
the charged time period, as the “event”
that triggered his disclosure obligations
and alleged that defendant’s concealment
and failure to disclose this employment
constituted the criminal conduct. Specifically, the indictment alleged defendant
was employed but did not report his employment to the SSA or to Medicare despite the fact that his employment would
affect his eligibility for, and the amount
he was eligible to receive from these federal benefit programs. The indictment
also stated defendant knew that employment is an event affecting his continued
right to SSA disability and Medicare benefits and he concealed and failed to disclose such events with fraudulent intent.

We agree with the district court that
this indictment was sufficient to apprise
defendant of the charges against him and
identify the essential elements of the
crimes charged. The indictment tracked
the statutory language, provided specific
details about the nature of the charges
and identified the “event” triggering defendant’s disclosure obligations. Defendant has shown, and we have found, nothing requiring the government to list each
specific job defendant held during this
period as a basis for charging him with
these fraud crimes. The government clarified any confusion by filing a bill of particulars providing defendant with specific
notice of each job within his employment
history that served as the “event” in the
indictment. We conclude the indictment
here was sufficiently specific to pass constitutional muster.
The indictment also charged the requisite intent, directly charging defendant
with willfully executing a scheme and artifice to defraud a benefits program “by
means of false and fraudulent pretenses,
representations and promises, money and
property owned by and under the custody
and control of Medicare.”
It is undisputed that there is a fiveyear statute of limitations for the fraud
offenses at issue here. Defendant does not
challenge the determination that these
crimes are continuing offenses for statute
of limitations purposes. He argues instead
that the limitations period began to run
not when the continuing offenses were
complete, but instead in 1999 when the
government knew, or could have discovered, defendant’s nondisclosure. Defendant has pointed to no binding precedent
applying such a discovery rule in a case
like this, or have we found any.
Convictions affirmed.
U.S. v. Perry (Wynn) No. 13-4012, July 1,
2014; USDC at Baltimore, Md. (Bennett;
Heather H. Martin, for appellant; Sandra
Wilkinson, AUSA, for appellee. VLW 0142-127, 21 pp.

Court Upholds $1.2M Credit
Card Restitution

Criminal

The 4th Circuit affirms defendant’s
convictions arising from a massive and organized multi-year scheme to use stolen
credit card information to create counterfeit credit cards and make retail purchases of high-end merchandise to be sold
or returned for cash, and upholds an order for defendant to pay $1.2 million in
restitution.
The district court determined the restitution amount without making findings
on the record regarding the actual losses
the scheme caused specific victims. Instead of identifying individual victims
and their losses, the district court judgment simply directed that restitution be
paid to the clerk of court.
After defendant noted his appeal, the
government submitted a document for filing which specifies the total actual losses
suffered by each of the banks and retailers listed as victims in Government Exhibit 1A. Such document, which the government refers to as the Restitution
Worksheet, also specifies the victims’
names and respective addresses. The district court entered the Restitution Worksheet as a sealed document on its docket.
Our review of the record reveals that
restitution was imposed without the various procedural requirements of the
Mandatory Victims Restitution Act, 18
U.S.C. § 3663(a)-(d), being observed. Such
circumstance, however, entitles appellant
to no appellate relief. Assuming arguendo
that the imposition of restitution in this
case without the various procedural requirements being observed constitutes

clear or obvious legal error, appellant has
failed to carry his burden on appeal of
demonstrating that such error affected
his substantial rights, i.e., that such error
affected the outcome of the district court
proceedings.
The record leaves no doubt the district
court would have imposed the same
amount of restitution on appellant regardless of whether every requirement of
§ 3664(a)-(d) had been meticulously met
in his case. During the sentencing proceeding, the prosecutor drew the figure
for restitution from a spreadsheet used by
the government agent who testified, the
same spreadsheet identified as Government Exhibit 1A. Appellant had the opportunity to cross examine the agent
about how he arrived at the $1.2 million
figure in actual losses caused by the conspiracy and about the creation of Exhibit
1A.
All of the evidence on which the district
court relied in determining the appropriate amount of restitution to impose upon
appellant under the MVRA was before
the district court in the context of resolving the parties’ dispute regarding the appropriate loss amount to be used in applying USSG § 2B1.1(b)(1). Appellant had
fair opportunity to challenge such evidence. Under these circumstances, we are
not surprised that he cannot show prejudice resulting from restitution being imposed upon him without, in large part,
the various procedural requirements being observed.
We uphold the district court’s finding of
fact that the bank fraud conspiracy
caused $1,213,347 in actual losses as not
clearly erroneous. Although the district
court could have done a better job of making a record with respect to restitution, after reviewing the entire record, we are
not convinced that a mistake has been
committed with respect to the district
court’s finding that the conspiracy caused
that amount in actual losses.
U.S. v . Seignious (Hamilton) No. 124621, July 1, 2014; USDC at Baltimore,
Md. (Legg) Arthur S. Cheslock for appellant; Tamera L. Fine for appellee. VLW
014-2-129, 26 pp.
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EASTERN DISTRICT
Optometry Practice Takeover
Spawns Suit

Contract

In this litigation between two optometrists in the wake of a “messy dissolution” of their business partnership, a
Richmond U.S. District Court declines to
dismiss the counterclaims of the defendant optometrist who took over the optometry practice after plaintiff’s lease was
terminated.
The practice operated at Andrews Air
Force Base in Maryland under a lease
with National Vision Inc., a nationwide
optical retailer. Plaintiff hired defendant
to work in the practice in February 2012.
Defendant alleges plaintiff promised to
provide her with part-time relief for a
lunch break and Saturdays and 10 days of
paid personal time off per year. She alleges the employment agreement plaintiff
presented did not cover the part-time relief and limited personal paid time off to
four days for the year.
During defendant’s employment, the
AAFB practice was – to put it charitably
– poorly run, resulting in defendant’s disenchantment with the employer, general
unhappiness among the practice’s other
employees and rising concern on the part
of the leaseholder, National Vision.
Defendant resigned in July 2013.
Plaintiff’s business relationship with National Vision continued to deteriorate,
and on Oct. 9, 2013, National Vision terminated its lease with plaintiff. By the
end of November 2013, plaintiff had
abandoned the AAFB location. Defendant
entered into a lease with National Vision
on Dec. 1, 2013, for the same clinic. Plaintiff accused defendant of conspiring with
National Vision to terminate plaintiff’s
(See Opinions, on page 12)
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lease, and filed suit.
Defendant counterclaimed, alleging tortious interference with economic relationship and breach of contract.
Defendant plausibly alleges plaintiff’s
lack of business acumen destroyed its relationship with National Vision without
any help from defendant, well before defendant accepted a contract from National Vision to operate its Andrews practice. Taking defendant’s factual assertions
at face value, plaintiff’s lawsuit – alleging
that defendant’s action (taken after the
closure of the AAFB practice) was to
blame for the failure of plaintiff’s chronically mismanaged practice – constitutes
just such a groundless suit. The counterclaim for tortious interference survives.
Defendant also may pursue her breach
of contract claim. The parties’ contract
does not contain a merger clause and the
two “prior and contemporaneous” agreements that plaintiff takes exception to
both find refuge in exceptions to the parol
evidence rule’s exclusionary effect.
The court’s acceptance of defendant’s
factual assertion – that the parties explicitly agreed to this arrangement – thus
does not contradict any other term in the
contract, nor introduce any inconsistency
into the parties’ contractual relationship.
Defendant’s claim that plaintiff
breached her employment contract by
stiffing her on the number of paid vacation days permitted presents an equally
compelling case for the introduction of
parol evidence. The Employment Agreement states that defendant is entitled to
“total of four (4) remaining days of PTO.”
Because this wording is ambiguous on its
face, parol evidence is admissible to flesh
out the parties’ intent. Defendant’s claim
that the parties agreed to a total of 10 vacation days per year – and that plaintiff
subsequently breached that agreement –
may go forward.
Motion to dismiss the counterclaim denied.
Gregory P. Jellenek OD & Associates PC
v. Joseph (Gibney) No. 3:14cv230, June
26, 2014; USDC at Richmond, Va. VLW
014-3-332, 6 pp.

Driver Doing His Job When
He Suffered Stroke

Tort

An employee of the Norfolk Naval Shipyard who drove a government vehicle
from his worksite to an onsite parking
lot to carpool home in a personal vehicle,
but who suffered a stroke en route and
caused multiple accidents while still at
the wheel, was acting within the scope of
his employment and the Richmond U.S.
District Court upholds the federal government’s certification in this suit under
the Federal Tort Claims Act.
The FTCA provides the sole remedy to
a plaintiff for a tort claim against a federal employee acting within the scope of
his employment by substituting the U.S.
as the defendant. The exclusive remedy
against the U.S. protects the employee
and the government agency from liability.
Virginia substantive law governs
whether the government employee acted
within his scope of employment for purposes of the FTCA. In Virginia, an employee’s actions falls within the scope of
employment if it is incident to the business, it is done while the employee is engaged upon the employer’s business to
further the employer’s interests and it
does not arise wholly from some external, independent and personal motive.
Plaintiff submitted three pieces of evidence to meet his burden of proof that
defendant acted outside the scope of his
employment: a letter from the Department of the Navy denying plaintiff’s claim
because the employee did not act within
his scope of employment; a letter from
the Department of the Navy confirming
that the employee only had permission to
operate the government vehicle on the
premises of the Norfolk Naval Shipyard;
and the employee’s deposition testimony.
The evidence submitted by plaintiff confirms that the employee suffered from a
medical emergency while driving his gov-
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ernment vehicle from his worksite to an
off-site parking lot before leaving work
for the day.
The employee’s actions fell within his
scope of employment. First, he attempted
to return the vehicle incident to his employment responsibilities. Second, he
acted to further the interests of his employer by returning the vehicle in compliance with his authorized use. Third, he attempted to return the vehicle to serve his
employer, not to further any external, independent, or personal motive. The four
accidents occurred while the employee attempted to accomplish his last work-related task for the day, which he never
completed. That task, returning the government vehicle, fell within the scope of
employment.
The court denies plaintiff’s motion challenging the certification under 28 U.S.C.
§ 2679(d). This case remains with the U.S.
as the sole defendant.
ElTayeb v. U.S. (Gibney) No. 3:14cv317,
June 27, 2014; USDC at Richmond, Va.
VLW 014-3-331, 4 pp.

No Alien Tort Claim for
Power Outage

Tort

An Alexandria U.S. District Court dismisses this suit against a parent corporation headquartered in Virginia and its
Cameroonian subsidiary alleging liability
under the Alien Tort Statute and Virginia
common law for injuries stemming from
alleged power failures in Cameroon.
Plaintiffs allege the electrical supply
provided by Sonel, the Cameroonian subsidiary of defendant AES Corporation, is
characterized by short circuits, voltage
fluctuation and electrical supply failure.
Plaintiffs allege this substandard electrical supply has led to death, misery, regular power outages, and substantial economic losses. Between 2001 and the
present, from August 2012 to March 2013,
for example, Cameroon recorded 8,337
power cuts. When the electricity comes
back on after an outage, high voltage on
the line allegedly causes fires which have
damaged homes and businesses. Plaintiffs allege these fires have resulted in
the deaths of several children.
Plaintiffs further allege defendants do
not timely provide consumers with their
bills and that specific local industries, including fishermen, merchants in electrical
goods, construction workers, milk factories and food markets, have sustained
economic losses because of electrical
blackouts.
It is clear the facts alleged will not support specific jurisdiction. Plaintiffs’ claims
against Sonel arise out of Sonel’s activities in Cameroon. The alleged power failures at issues and resulting injuries all
occurred in Cameroon. Plaintiffs’ claims
do not stem from any activity Sonel directed at this forum.
Nor does AES’s corporate presence in
Virginia provide a basis for general jurisdiction over Sonel. Plaintiffs make no allegations that Sonel itself is at home in
Virginia or has had any contact with Virginia, much less continuous and systematic activities. While plaintiffs focus on
Sonel’s relationship to AES, merely having a domestic parent company is not itself a sufficient connection to the state to
confer jurisdiction over a foreign subsidiary.
Plaintiffs also invoke an alter-ego theory, arguing that this court’s jurisdiction
over AES encompasses Sonel as well.
Plaintiffs fail to plausibly allege that
Sonel is the mere alter ego of AES such
that the corporate form should be disregarded. This court has no basis for exercising jurisdiction over Sonel.

Even if this court were to find it could
impute Sonel’s actions to AES and that
the court has jurisdiction over Sonel,
plaintiffs are not entitled to relief brought
under the ATS.
The alleged failure to supply electrical
services in a safe or consistent manner is
simply not a violation of a “specific, universal and obligatory norm of international law. Plaintiffs do not point to any
cases – and the court’s own research reveals none – where a court imposed liability under the ATS for substandard utility
supply. Plaintiffs, apparently recognizing
this limitation, have pleaded their claim
as an alleged violation of the recognized
norm against cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. This norm, however, does
not encompass the acts alleged here.
At best, plaintiffs’ claim is that defendants’ provision of substandard electrical supply impedes their ability to live
their daily lives comfortably and safely.
This is no small matter. The gravity of the
resulting injury to plaintiffs, however,
does not transform defendants’ alleged
acts or inaction into the type of malicious,
intentional conduct actionable under recognized norms of international law.
Recognition of a cause of action under
the ATS for the provision of regular utilities services in foreign countries would
be extremely meddlesome. Because it
would be both unprecedented and imprudent to do so, the court will not recognize
plaintiffs’ cause of action under the ATS.
While plaintiffs’ ATS claim fails on
other grounds, AES and Sonel are not categorically immune under the ATS merely
because of their corporate status.
The court also dismisses plaintiffs’
breach of contract claim, as plaintiffs’ allegations do not support a finding that
they are the intended beneficiaries of any
contract between AES, Sonel and the government of Cameroon.
The court also dismisses plaintiffs’
state law claims for negligence, fraud and
civil conspiracy. Further amendment cannot correct the fundamental flaws in
plaintiff ’s theory of liability under the
ATS. Substandard power supply falls well
outside the bounds of universally recognized norms of international law.
Suit dismissed with prejudice.
William v. The AES Corp. (Cacheris)
No. 1:14cv343, June 26, 2014; USDC at
Alexandria, Va. VLW 014-3-30, 45 pp.

Witnesses Struck for Late
Disclosure

Negligence

In a woman’s suit for injuries from
falling down the stairs at the FranconiaSpringfield Metro Station, an Alexandria
U.S. District Court grants plaintiff’s motion to exclude from defendant WMATA’s
witness list individuals not identified
within the discovery deadlines; disclosure
of known fact witnesses a mere two days
before the close of discovery is not disclosure in a “timely manner” under Rule
26(e).
On May 7, 2014, two days before the
close of discovery, the parties met for Rule
30(b)(6) depositions and WMATA informed plaintiff’s counsel that it would
again be amending its discovery answers.
According to WMATA, counsel specifically
described the content of the amendment
verbatim. Plaintiff received WMATA’s updated discovery on May 12, 2014, which
identified the witnesses now in dispute as
persons that may have facts related to
WMATA’s defense in the instant case.
WMATA has included these individuals
on its witness list.
Plaintiff now claims these witnesses
should be excluded because WMATA
failed to disclose these individuals until

after the close of discovery in violation of
Rule 26. WMATA argues it complied with
Rule 26 because these witnesses were disclosed when it sought to designate them
as experts on April 16, 2014.
It is undisputed that WMATA failed to
identify any of the contested witnesses in
its initial disclosures under Rule 26(a)(1).
The earliest WMATA identified these individuals as potential fact witnesses was
during the Rule 30(b)(6) depositions on
May 7, 2014. Rule 26(a) requires a party
to supplement initial disclosures in a
timely manner. Making a supplemental
disclosure of known fact witnesses a mere
two days before the close of discovery, as
is the case here, is not timely by any definition. Making matters worse, there is no
question that WMATA was aware of these
witnesses and their significance to this
case well before May 7, 2014.
WMATA’s prior disclosure of some of
these individuals as potential expert witnesses does not excuse its noncompliance with Rule 26(a)(1)(A)(1) and
(e)(1)(A). To the extent WMATA sought to
provide lay testimony from these individuals, it had a duty to disclose their identity and relevant subject matter in a
timely fashion pursuant to Rule 26(a)(1).
This requirement became even more significant when the magistrate judge struck
their proffered expert testimony, as plaintiff was then under a false belief they
would not be used at trial. Plaintiff ’s
awareness of these individuals simply
does not exclude WMATA from discharging its Rule 26 obligations to identify the
subjects it will elicit for its own defense.
Reed v. Washington Area Metropolitan
Transit Authority (Cacheris) No. 1:14cv65,
July 1, 2014; USDC at Alexandria, Va.
VLW 014-3-333, 9 pp.

Court Won’t Seal Subpoena
in McDonnell Case

Criminal

A Richmond U.S. District Court denies
motions filed by defendant, former Virginia governor Bob McDonnell, to seal a
motion and memorandum in support of
McDonnell’s motion for subpoena duces
tecum directed to the Virginia State Police, and to seal McDonnell’s reply in support of the state police motion
The First Amendment right of access
applies only to particular judicial records
and may be outweighed only by a compelling government interest and only to
the extent that the restriction is narrowly
tailored to serve that interest. In contrast,
the common law right of access is broader,
but affords weaker substantive protection; it applies to all judicial records, but
may be overcome if outweighed by competing interests.
In balancing the public’s right of access
against competing interest, the court is
guided by Local Criminal Rule 49, which
sets forth requirements to properly submit post-arrest motions for protective orders.
Defendant’s motions are facially insufficient under both the local rules and 4th
Circuit precedent. The memoranda in
support of the motions to seal fail to indicate why sealing is necessary or what justifies limiting the public’s presumptive
right of access to such documents; they
also fail – as explicitly required by Local
Rule 59(D) – to articulate whether alternatives to sealing exist or whether such
alternatives would be inadequate. The
motions are so facially deficient that the
public may have effectively been deprived
of any ability to assess its interest in accessing the documents at issue.
The government’s arguments in favor
of partial sealing and redaction are not
persuasive on the current record. While
the 4th Circuit has not squarely addressed the issue of whether discovery
documents appended in a Rule 17(c) motion constitute judicial records, it has succinctly defined judicial records as documents filed with the court that play a role
in the adjudicative process, or adjudicate
substantive rights. This definition plainly
sweeps in both the motions and the appended supporting documents because
they were both filed with the court and
will play a role in the courts’ disposition of
the underlying state police motion. Be(See Opinions, on page 13)
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cause they are judicial records, the common law’s presumptive right of access attaches to both the motions and the appended supporting documents.
While the court will not seal documents
on the current record, it does not reach the
questions of whether Rule 17(c) motions
and their attachments are subject to the
First Amendment right of access, or
whether any existing right of access may
be overcome in this case.
U.S. v. McDonnell (Spencer) No.
3:14cr12, May 29, 2014; USDC at Richmond, Va. VLW 014-3-323, 4 pp.

Plaintiff Loses Settlement
Challenge

Civil Procedure

A defendant who settled plaintiff carrier’s suit to recover disability benefits
paid to defendant on a claim that he failed
to disclose his multiple sclerosis symptoms at the time he sought disability coverage cannot overturn the Alexandria U.S.
District Court’s 2008 enforcement of the
parties’ settlement agreement.
Defendant claims the carrier committed
fraud and misled the court by fabricating
his preexisting condition. Motions filed
under Rule 60(b)(3) claiming fraud or
other misconduct must be filed no more
than a year after entry of the judgment.
Defendant did not file the instant motion
until more than five years after the final
judgment.
Even under the most lenient “reasonable time” standard applicable to the remaining sections of Rule 60(b), defendant’s motion still fails. Where, as in this
case, a movant relies on fraud and the
facts giving rise to such a claim were present when the judgment was entered, a delay of several years is presumptively unreasonable. Moreover, defendant offers no
explanation for his tardiness.
The court denies defendant’s motion for
relief under Rule 60(b).
The court also denies his motion for
sanctions under Fed. R. Civ. P. 11. As to the
Rule 11 motion, defendant takes the untenable position that the absence of a
“smoking gun” MS diagnosis renders the
carrier’s claims and defenses fraudulent.
Defendant’s ex-wife provided declarative
statements that he did in fact have MS
prior to signing the insurance application,
and to the extent it was able to do so, the
carrier corroborated this evidence through
medical records showing defendant’s
undisclosed symptoms. The carrier had
every right under Rule 11 to rely on this
evidence and allege it as fact.
Provident Life & Accident Ins. Co. v.
Clarke (Cacheris) No. 1:06cv792, July 1,
2014; USDC at Alexandria, Va. VLW 0143-334, 14 pp.

Slander Claim for Joint
Tenant’s Sale of Property

Civil Procedure

A plaintiff who owned Onancock real
estate with her son as joint tenants with
a right of survivorship, but who lost the
property to foreclosure after her son defaulted on a $30,000 business loan for
which the jointly owned real estate served
as collateral, may sue defendant bank for
slander of title, and may amend her claim
for wrongful foreclosure, says a Norfolk
U.S. District Court.
Because the court signed its order
granting 15 days to file an amended complaint on Oct. 17, 2013, defendant argues
the deadline to file the amended complaint was on Nov. 1, 2013.
Plaintiff maintains that computing time
pursuant to Rules 5(b), 6(a) and 6(d) of the
Eastern District’s Electronic Case Filing
Policies and Procedures Manual requires
the
court
to
consider
Case
Management/Electronic Case Filing
(CM/ECF) system service of the order as
service by electronic means, which requires three days to be added to the 15day period for filing the amended complaint. Under this computation, plaintiff’s
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amended complaint had to be filed by Nov.
4, 2013, 18 days after this court’s order
was signed.
Courts have interpreted the term “electronic means” in Rule 5(b)(2)(E) to apply
to court orders filed electronically via
CM/ECF. The EDVA Filing Manual specifically states that in accordance with
Fed.R.Civ.P. 6(d), service by electronic
means is treated the same as service by
mail: when a party may or must act
within a specified time after service and
service is made under Rule 5(b)(2)(C), (D),
or (F), three days are added after the period would otherwise expire under Rule
6(a).
The court finds plaintiff is entitled to an
additional three days to file her amended
complaint pursuant to local and federal
procedural rules regarding service by electronic means. The application of these
rules results in an 18-day filing period,
with a deadline of Nov. 4. The motion to
strike the amended complaint is denied.
Plaintiff alleges defendant wrongfully
foreclosed on her property because it did
not provide notice of foreclosure to her at
her Kansas address, as required under
Va. Code § 55-59.1, despite having knowledge of that address.
Under the law of certain jurisdictions, if
a lender fails to provide the mortgagor
with proper notice of a foreclosure sale, a
cause of action for wrongful mortgage
foreclosure may lie against the lender. Section 55-59.1(A) does not require the property owner to receive actual notice, but
requires only that the lender personally
deliver or mail written notice to the property owner. This section also does not create a private right of action for wrongful
foreclosure based on a failure to provide
requisite notice. While § 55-59.1(A) specifically prohibits a case against a mortgagee
for the inadvertent failure to provide notice, the statute does not prohibit liability
for a failure to provide notice that is not
inadvertent.
Here, the court finds that conduct leading to a wrongfully foreclosed property
may be actionable, but plaintiff’s denotation of a “wrongful foreclosure” claim in
the heading of its count I is mislabeled.
Liberally construed, the amended complaint alleges the foreclosure sale of the
property was improper because defendant
failed to provide the requisite notice, allegations that state potentially viable
causes of action under tort law for violating a duty owed to plaintiff imposed by the
law, such as a claim for fraud, conversion,
trespass or negligence. Plaintiff’s allegations survive dismissal because defendant’s failure to comply with statutory notice requirements resulted in wrongful
foreclosure of the property, a predicate allegation that plaintiff is entitled to relief
under tort theories. However, since plaintiff has not identified which tort legal theory she may rely on to support her request for relief in her amended complaint,
the motion to dismiss count I cannot be
denied without further amendment. The
court grants dismissal with leave to
amend.
Defendant contends plaintiff’s slander
of title claim is barred by the two-year
statute of limitations. Plaintiff did not become award of defendant’s alleged slanderous and fraudulent drafting of the deed
of trust in 2008 until 2013 when defendant asserted its right to foreclose under
the deed of trust. Also, defendant continued to maintain its rights under the deed
of trust until March 26, 2013, when the
foreclosure sale occurred, only a few
months before plaintiff filed her first complaint. Also, plaintiff does not rely on the
single act of creating the deed of trust to
support her claim of slander of title. She
alleges defendant’s slander of title occurred by creating and filing the fraudulent deed of trust as well as using the
deed of trust to foreclose upon the prop-

erty. Plaintiff’s claims are not barred by
the statute of limitations.
Yerion v. Branch Banking & Trust Co.
(Jackson) No. 2:13cv374, March 5, 2014;
USDC at Norfolk, Va.; Douglas E. Kahle
for plaintiff; Alan D. Wingfield for defendant. VLW 014-3-324, 14 pp.

Court Has No Jurisdiction to
Enforce Settlement

Contract

Although plaintiff Cingular Wireless
settled its dispute with defendant county
claiming denial of its application to install a new wireless telecommunications
facility violated the Telecommunications
Act of 1996, the Richmond U.S. District
Court has no jurisdiction to consider Cingular’s motion to enforce the settlement
agreement that prompted dismissal of
Cingular’s complaint.
The county denied Cingular’s application to install a new wireless telecommunications facility to replace its existing
antennas installed on a water tank scheduled to be decommissioned. After a settlement conference, the parties executed a
Settlement Proposal and a Lease Amendment. The county agreed to make the water tank structurally sound, to maintain
the water tank at its expense and to bring
the tank into compliance with statutory
construction code and safety requirements.
Since dismissal of the complaint, the
county has not completed the work listed
in the Settlement Proposal and Lease
Amendment, which included exterior
painting, interior painting, ladder repair,
balcony handrail repair, installation of a
cover late, repair of an aviation obstruction light and installation of a padlock.
Cingular has paid increased rent in compliance with the Lease Amendment. Because work has not been completed on the
water tank, the county has refused to consider construction drawings and a structural analysis report, which were provided
by Cingular in an effort to obtain permits
to install upgraded telecommunications
equipment on the water tank. In February
2014, the county represented to Cingular
that work on the water tank cannot begin
until it has received bids from engineering
firms – a process that may take up to six
months to complete.
Cingular requests specific enforcement
of, and damages for the alleged breach of,
the Settlement Proposal and Lease
Amendment arising out of a dispute voluntarily settled and dismissed with prejudice more than one year ago.
This motion is not interdependent with
the dismissed complaint, and the court
did not incorporate the settlement documents into its dismissal order. The court
therefore may not exercise ancillary jurisdiction over the motion. The court does
not otherwise have an independent jurisdictional basis to hear a breach of contract action arising from different facts
than were at issue in the complaint. The
court lacks jurisdiction over the matter
and the motion must be denied.
As to the lack of ancillary jurisdiction,
the court’s analysis in Kokkonen v.
Guardian Life Ins. Co. of Am., 511 U.S. 375
(1994), is instructive. The Kokkonen court
found no ancillary jurisdiction existed
where the original action was distinct
from the settlement enforcement actions,
rather than factually interdependent. The
court noted the motion to enforce the settlement was actually a breach of contract
claim, governed by state contract law and
based on facts distinct from those over
which the original dispute arose.
Similarly in this case, there is no factual
interdependence between the original
Telecommunications Act claims and the

breach of contract claim embodied in the
motion. In support of the motion, Cingular
cites Virginia law for the principles of contract interpretation and breach of contract. In contrast, the complaint cited only
federal law. Further, the relief requested
by the motion requests specific performance of two agreements – the Settlement
Proposal and the Lease Amendment – as
well as damages for the county’s alleged
breach and rent abatement. These are not
remedies that were available under, or
were requested in, the original complaint.
Most importantly, while the facts in the
original complaint concerned the county’s
denial of the application to build a new
telecommunications facility at the private
property, the facts underlying the motion
concern the county’s alleged failure to repair the water tank on the Route 3 property. Although the facts underlying the
motion may not have existed absent the
original dispute, “breach of an agreement
that produced the dismissal of an earlier
federal suit” is an insufficient basis on
which to rest ancillary jurisdiction on the
basis of factual interdependence between
the motion and the complaint. The exercise of ancillary jurisdiction is not necessary to effectuate the court’s decrees and
therefore not appropriate.
Likewise, the court has no independent
basis for jurisdiction over the motion
based on the Telecommunications Act of
1996.
Cingular has failed to demonstrate that
the court has jurisdiction to hear its motion.
New Cingular Wireless PCS LLC v.
Spotsylvania County, Va. (Spencer) No.
3:12cv351, June 24, 2014; USDC at Richmond, Va. VLW 014-3-326, 9 pp.

No Severance of Felon
Weapon Possession Charge

Criminal

At defendant’s trial on multiple charges
arising from a drug trafficking conspiracy, the Newport News U.S. District Court
denies defendant’s motion to sever or bifurcate a felon in possession charge and
instead will employ alternatives such as
stipulation to prior felonies and a cautionary jury instruction about the use of certain evidence.
Defendant filed this motion to sever or
for bifurcation of the felon in possession
charge, appealing to the court’s discretion
under Fed. R. Crim. P. 8 and 14. He asserts
that allowing the jury to learn of his prior
felony convictions for unlawful maiming,
use of a firearm in the commission of a
felony, sodomy and possession of a schedule I or II drug would prejudice him because jurors, give the contemporary connection between drugs and violence, will
not presume he is innocent.
The court assumes, for purposes of the
motion to sever, that evidence of defendant’s prior felony convictions would not
be admissible at a trial on the drug trafficking counts. Undoubtedly, this fact creates the specter that defendant will be
prejudiced by a failure to sever, bifurcate
or otherwise avoid undue prejudice. To
mitigate the possibility of prejudice, the
court considers several options, including:
severance of felon in possession count
from remaining counts, bifurcation of
trial, stipulation to prior felony convictions and a limiting instruction on consideration of evidence.
Ultimately, in the absence of a showing
of a substantial risk of actual prejudice,
the most appropriate option, pursuant to
4th Circuit precedent, is to provide a limiting instruction to the jury as well as
stipulate to the prior convictions.
Joinder of the counts against defendant
is clearly appropriate in this case since the
charges against defendant are of the same
or similar character, or are based on the
same act or transaction, or are connected
with or constitute parts of a common
scheme or plan. Defendant did not offer a
particular reason for members of the jury
to be so incapable of separating the issues involved in each charge in their
minds. Nor has defendant established
that any concerns about potential prejudice outweigh the court’s interest in judicial and economic efficiency.
The court exercises its discretion and
(See Opinions, on page 14)
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declines to sever any charges or to bifurcate the felon in possession charge from
the knowingly possessing a firearm in interstate commerce elements. Neither the
law nor the circumstances articulated by
the parties support defendant’s proposition that the presentation of evidence as
to felony convictions, when prior conviction is an element of the offense charged,
will prejudice the jury as to another element of the same charge or other charges.
U.S. v. Alexander (Jackson) No.
4:13cr43(5), May 29, 2014; USDC at Newport News, Va.; Laura P. Tayman, AUSA;
Christian L. Connell for defendant. VLW
014-3-325, 10 pp.

No Twombly Rule for
Affirmative Defense

Civil Procedure

A Norfolk U.S. District Court declines
to apply the Twombly/Iqbal pleading
standard to defendant’s affirmative defenses, after acknowledging there is no
controlling appellate law and a diversity
of views among district courts.
Plaintiff asks the court to strike defendant’s affirmative defenses because they
are either insufficiently pled or were previously rejected by the court. Plaintiff argues the heightened Twombly/Iqbal
standard applies to affirmative defenses.
In the alternative, plaintiff asks the court
to require defendant to amend its answer.
Defendant responds that it seeks to preserve its right for appeal and that the
Twombly/Iqbal standard’s application to
affirmative defenses is an open question
which should be rejected.
The 4th Circuit has not addressed the
question. As a result, there is substantial
difference in the circuit’s constituent district courts and in the Eastern District of
Virginia in particular, regarding
Twombly/Iqbal and their application to
affirmative defenses. Having reviewed
the law, the court agrees that
Twombly/Iqbal do not apply to the pleading of affirmative defenses.
Prior to Twombly and Iqbal, the 4th
Circuit held that general statements of affirmative defenses were sufficient provided they gave plaintiffs fair notice of the
defense. Given the plain differences in
Rule 8’s language, Twombly/Iqbal’s interpretation of Rule 8(a) and not Rule
8(b), and the 4th Circuit’s earlier rulings
on the issue, the court applies the preTwombly/Iqbal standard and examines
whether the challenged defenses are contextually comprehensible.
Three of defendant’s remaining affirmative defenses meet this standard; two
do not. Contextually, all parties know to
which claims the first (“plaintiff’s complaint fails to state a maritime cause of
action for which relief can be granted pursuant to Supplemental Rule B and thus
the Amended Verified Complaint should
be dismissed”) and third (“plaintiff’s claim
is time-barred pursuant to applicable limitation of action provisions, whether by
treaty, statute, law or equity, including
laches”) affirmative defenses apply because of the extensive briefing and attention each has received. Ignoring this history would surely be missing the forest for
the trees. That the court already has rejected these arguments in earlier orders
and opinions does not prevent defendant
from pleading these as defenses. The
court has yet to consider the eighth affirmative defense (“Plaintiff ’s damages
must be reduced to the extent of any accord and satisfaction or recovery it has already obtained with respect to the alleged
judgment on which it sues”), but its meaning is clear, especially in the context of an
action to enforce a judgment.
The remaining affirmative defenses
that have not been withdrawn, however,
do not meet the standard and must be
struck. The court will permit defendant to
amend these deficient affirmative defenses.
Flame SA v. Industrial Carriers Inc.
(Doumar) No. 2:13cv658, June 24, 2014;
USDC at Norfolk, Va. VLW 014-3-327, 5
pp.
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Employment
Discrimination

Postal Worker Loses
National Origin Claim

Plaintiff, an Asian male of Vietnamese
descent, who was terminated from his job
as a part-time letter carrier after he failed
to comply with demands that he stopped
sending unwanted messages to a female
coworker, loses his Title VII suit alleging
race and national origin discrimination in
the Alexandria U.S. District Court.
Here, plaintiff alleges the U.S. Postal
Service fired him in retaliation for a prior
complaint regarding his reassignment to
the Herndon office. Plaintiff, however,
never raised the issue of retaliation in
his EEO complaint that forms the basis of
this action. The 4th Circuit has consistently held that a plaintiff’s claim exceeds
the scope of the administrative charge
where the charge alleges one basis of discrimination and the litigation introduces
another independent basis. Moreover, because this retaliation claim relies on conduct that occurred before his dismissal,
plaintiff clearly had the opportunity to
pursue such a claim in his administrative
proceedings.
Having determined that plaintiff failed
to explicitly state a retaliation claim in
the initial administrative charge, the
question remains whether plaintiff can
proceed by showing that his retaliation
claim was a kind of discrimination like or
related to allegations contained in the
charge and growing out of such allegations.
The court is convinced that none of
plaintiff’s other charges are sufficiently
related to his current retaliation claim to
satisfy this test. A reasonable investigation of plaintiff’s statement that he was
discriminated against on the basis of national origin and race would not have uncovered the factual allegations giving rise
to plaintiff’s instant retaliation claim. The
administrative charges dealt with different timeframes, actors and conduct than
was presented during litigation; here too
the judicial complaint diverges from the
administrative charge on all three fronts.
Although plaintiff mentioned his former
EEO activities during the administrative
investigation, he specifically opted not to
pursue a retaliation claim.
Plaintiff has likewise failed to exhaust
his sexual harassment claim. He neither
checked the appropriate box on the complaint form, nor challenged the articulation of the issues accepted for investigation, and so has waived the ability to
bring suit based on any unidentified
claims.
Although plaintiff included claims for
race and national origin discrimination in
his initial administrative complaint, he
neglected to file a timely appeal with the
EEOC and this untimeliness precludes
judicial review.
Judgment for defendant.
Nguyen v. Potter (Cacheris) No.
1:13cv1386, June 24, 2014; USDC at
Alexandria, Va. VLW 014-3-328, 17 pp.

Suit for Law Firm Support
Demand Letter Dismissed

Consumer Protection

A plaintiff who received a letter from
defendant law firm demanding payment
of $11,890 in past due child support, and
who allegedly was subjected to criminal
show cause orders to compel payment of
the debt, may not sue the law firm for malicious prosecution and violation of the
RICO statute, says a Richmond U.S. Dis-

trict Court.
Plaintiff maintains the law firm was
attempting to collect a fictitious and
fraudulent debt. Plaintiff provides no factual enhancement to substantiate his
claims of malice or absence of probable
cause. The mere fact that legal process ultimately was dismissed casts no light on
whether its issuance was predicated on
probable cause. He has failed to state a
claim for malicious prosecution.
It has been clearly established by Virginia courts that there is no civil cause of
action for extortion in Virginia. Plaintiff
also has failed to state a RICO claim.
Aside from his failure to plead a plausible
concert of action or common design by defendants, his inability to state a substantive claim of RICO is equally fatal. Plaintiff has failed to establish that any of the
defendant attorneys intended to further
an endeavor which, if completed, would
satisfy all of the elements of a substantive
criminal offense.
Suit dismissed.
Andrews v. Wolcott Rivers Gates (Hudson) No. 3:14cv76, July 3, 2014; USDC at
Richmond, Va. VLW 014-3-337, 11 pp.

Private Therapist Must
Provide Records

Tort

A father who is suing the Albemarle
County Social Services Department and a
private therapist who allegedly manipulated his daughter into accusing him of
molesting her, can compel the private
therapist to produce records of her work
with his daughter, but the Charlottesville
U.S. District Court denies access to the
therapist’s records of disciplinary proceedings against her involving other
clients and their families and to the social
services department’s records on the
child’s mother and on other families.
The sole remaining claim asserted by
plaintiff against all defendants is for intentional infliction of emotional distress
in which plaintiff contends defendants intentionally coerced his daughter to falsely
accuse him of child abuse.
Plaintiff seeks from private therapist
Viola Vaughn-Eden every document in
her possession relating to the disciplinary
proceedings against her. She asserts these
documents are privileged under Va. Code
§ 54.1-2400.2 and are not discoverable in
this case. Vaughn-Eden also objects on
the grounds of relevancy to the production of any records involving children or
families other than plaintiff and his
daughter.
Plaintiff contends the privilege in Va.
Code § 54.1-2400.2 applies to the disclosure of documents by the Board of Social
work, that the confidentiality privilege
does not extend to Vaughn-Eden, and that
the court can compel disclosure of the
board’s disciplinary proceedings under
the exception allowing production for
good cause arising from extraordinary circumstances.
The plain language in § 54.1-2400.2
makes confidential all documents received or developed by a health regulatory
board in an investigation or disciplinary
proceeding. No document received, maintained or developed by the board or disclosed to others is available for discovery,
court subpoena or may be introduced into
evidence. I find therefore that confidentiality attaches to those documents received, maintained or developed by the
board through its investigation or disciplinary proceedings, and those documents
are subject to disclosure only as permitted
under Code § 54.1-2400.2(A).
Simply prosecuting or defending a civil
lawsuit does not constitute the good cause
arising from extraordinary circumstances

contemplated by such privilege status.
The decision of the Board of Social
Work as it relates to disciplinary action
taken against Vaughn-Eden is public and
available to plaintiff. He attempts to establish extraordinary circumstances by
emphasizing that he has no other avenue
to obtain those records and that the documents from the disciplinary proceedings
may contain admissions and statements
made by Vaughn-Eden in her defense.
The mere fact that the materials from
the disciplinary proceedings are relevant
to this lawsuit does not outweigh the confidentiality protections provided by the
statute. I find that the public interest in
protecting the investigations and disciplinary proceedings of the Board of Social
work outweighs plaintiff’s need to access
this evidence in support of the emotional
distress claim. Plaintiff’s motion to compel the documents is denied.
Confidentiality and the privilege established under Va. Code § 54.1-2400.2 does
not extend to documents that were developed for a purpose other than the
Board of Social Work’s investigation and
submitted to the board during its proceedings. Documents otherwise discoverable from their original source do not become privileged merely because they were
presented to the board. Any documents
that were developed for a purpose other
than the board’s investigation and proceedings are not subject to the statutory
privilege of § 54.1-2400.2.
The court denies plaintiff’s motion to
compel documents related to defendants
employed by the Albemarle County Department of Social Services, and grants
ACDSS’s motion to quash as to documents relating solely to the mother of
plaintiff’s child, and documents related to
other children and families.
At least two Virginia circuit courts have
declined to order production of information protected under Va. Code §§ 63.2-104
and 63.2-105 when the “legitimate interest” relates to pending judicial proceedings. Releva2cnce in a federal civil lawsuit
is an insufficient “legitimate interest” to
overcome the state’s interest in protecting
confidential and highly sensitive social
services records. I find plaintiff’s interest
in pursuing his civil claim does not qualify as a “legitimate interest” to access
records pertaining solely to his child’s
mother, nor does it qualify as a “legitimate interest” to access records involving
other children and their families.
Nelson v. Green (Ballou) No. 3:06cv70,
June 12, 2014; USDC at Charlottesville,
Va. VLW 014-3-340, 11 pp.

Union Trust Funds Lose
ERISA Suit

Employment

Plaintiff union trust funds lose their
declaratory judgment action against defendant cement company to collect fringe
benefit contributions allegedly owed to
the funds; the Roanoke U.S. District Court
also denies the funds’ request for an audit
of defendant’s records and costs and liquidated damages pursuant to an alleged
collective bargaining agreement and to
ERISA § 502(g)(2).
The issue in this case is whether Cleveland Cement effectively repudiated a
1975 Acceptance of Agreement, and thus
is not bound by the subsequent 2007 CBA
between the Virginia Association of Contractors Inc. (VIA) and the Virginia and
North Carolina Laborers’ District Council
(on behalf of Local Union 351).
Plaintiffs assert that Cleveland Cement’s 1983 letter to Laborers’ International Union did not terminate the 1975
Acceptance of Agreement because it did
not comply with the requirements for termination set forth in the 1975 Acceptance of Agreement. The funds emphasize
that the 1983 letter sent to the Laborers’
International Union was not directed to
the specified entities, was not sent by registered mail and did not comply with the
required time frame.
Cleveland Cement asserts that, because the 1975 Acceptance of Agreement
was a pre-hire agreement, effective repudiation need not comply with the termination provisions in the agreement. The
company states that, during the audit pe(See Opinions, on page 15)
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riod identified in this case, it voluntarily
paid fringe benefits into the funds for the
few employees who were union members
on various jobs in Virginia. During this
time period, for its employees who are
not union members, Cleveland Cement
provided health and welfare benefits under its own benefit plan.
Cleveland Cement argues that submitting fringe benefit contributions on behalf of union members voluntarily does
not create any obligation to make contributions for non-union members. Cleveland Cement also argues that, in the exercise of their ERISA fiduciary duties, the
funds should have determined the proper
beneficiaries, and that the funds are
estopped from claiming damages because
they have, over the course of 30 years,
and despite several prior audits, accepted
contributions for only the few Cleveland
Cement employees who belonged to the
union. Further, audits performed by the
funds from 1983 to 2011 addressed arithmetic errors, with no claim from the funds
that Cleveland Cement had a contractual
obligation to contribute for non-union employees until 2011.
Here, there is no genuine dispute as to
any material fact. The court finds that
Cleveland Cement effectively repudiated
the 1975 Acceptance of Agreement, and
thus was not bound by the subsequent
2007 CBA to pay fringe benefits to the
funds or submit to an audit.
In Jim McNeff Inc. v. Todd, 461 U.S.
260, the Supreme Court held that prehire agreements are voidable as applied
to § 301 actions by pension fund trustees
to enforce the fringe benefits provisions of
pre-hire agreements. Relying on McNeff,
the 4th Circuit has concluded that a prehire agreement may be repudiated at any
time by either party prior to the union’s
achievement of majority status. Here, it is
undisputed that the union did not establish majority status. Thus, because an §
8(f) pre-hire agreement is voidable by repudiation until the union establishes majority support, and because it is undisputed that the union has never achieved
majority status, Cleveland Cement had
the right to repudiate the 1975 Acceptance of Agreement. The court finds that
Cleveland Cement’s conduct following the
1983 letter to the International Union
constituted effective repudiation.
Following the 1983 letter, Cleveland
Cement has paid no fringe benefits for
non-union employees to the funds, and
not until 2011 did the funds complain
that Cleveland Cement was in breach of
any agreement.
Cleveland Cement’s actions have not
been consistent with the existence of a
CBA, and its contribution payments do
not imply intent to be bound. Since 1983,
Cleveland Cement has made trust fund
contributions only for employees who
were union members. It has hired nonunion workers, has not paid the prevailing union hourly wage scale, and has not
classified its workers in accordance with
the 2007 CBA.
Laborers’ District Council of Va. Health
& Welfare Trust Fund v. Cleveland Cement Contractors Inc. (Urbanski) No.
7:12cv555, 17 pp.

Court Allows Amendment On
Default Cure

Real Estate

Plaintiffs, who lost their home to foreclosure, may not sue defendant Beneficial Financial I Inc. for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing, but the Roanoke U.S. District
Court grants plaintiffs leave to amend
their claim for breach of the deed of trust
to include an allegation that they would
have been able to cure the default had the
pre-acceleration notice accurately stated
the amount owed.
Under Virginia law, the essential elements of a cause of action for breach of
contract are a legally enforceable obligation of a defendant to a plaintiff; defendant’s violation of that obligation and injury or damage to plaintiff caused by that
breach.
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The court has previously recognized
that a plaintiff satisfies the second element by alleging that defendant materially overstated the amount in arrears in
a pre-acceleration notice. Here, plaintiffs
satisfy the second element by overstating
the amount in arrears in the pre-acceleration notice by indicating that the loan
was seven months in arrears, whereas,
in fact, it was not more than six months in
arrears.
With respect to the third element,
courts have found that plaintiffs fail to
sufficiently allege injury or damage where
they do not claim that they would have
been able to pay the amount they believe
they owe, that they overpaid based on the
alleged misstatement, or that they paid
any amount whatsoever in an attempt to
cure the default.
Here, the complaint does not allege that
plaintiffs would have been able to cure
the default had the pre-acceleration notice accurately stated the amount owed.
However, plaintiffs indicated they would
have been able to pay the arrearage had
it been stated correctly, and the court
grants leave to amend.
The court concludes defendant is entitled to judgment on the pleadings on
plaintiffs’ claim for breach of the implied
covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
The complaint contains no allegations
which plausibly suggest that Beneficial
exercised its contractual discretion in bad
faith.
Blaney v. Beneficial Financial I Inc.
(Conrad) No. 7:13cv333, March 6, 2014;
USDC at Roanoke, Va. VLW 014-3-135, 5
pp.

water into the voids.
Plaintiffs’ claim is not unique. In Levisa
Coal Co. v. Consolidation Coal Co., 662
S.E. 2nd 44 (Va. 2008), Levisa sued for an
injunction against Consolidation seeking
to prevent the discharge of wastewater
from one mine into an idled coal mine
called the VP3 Mine. Levisa, which had
leased the coal and coal mining rights for
the VP3 Mine to Consolidation’s predecessor, contended the continued presence of
the wastewater would harm its ability to
extract the coal bed methane and other
coal seams from the property. The Virginia Supreme Court held that because
the original severance deed of the coal
had not granted the right to the owner of
the coal to use the property for the support of mining operations on other tracts
of land, Levisa could not have leased that
right to Consolidation and thus Consolidation was without a legal right to discharge the wastewater into the VP3 Mine.
The court held that because there was a
claim that the inundation of the VP3
Mine would potentially damage Levisa’s
right to the gas deposits associated with
the mine, there was sufficient standing.
In the present case, consistent with my
prior rulings, I find that plaintiffs have
standing to sue in light of their plausible
allegation that their extraction of natural
gas has been made more difficult or impossible by the inundation of the mine
voids in the Beatrice Mine.
The common law rule in Virginia has
been that mine voids are available to the
owner of the coal as long as coal in being
mined from the particular tract, but once
the coal is exhausted, the ownership of

the empty space once occupied by the coal
reverts to the grantor of the coal by operation of law. Defendants argue that plaintiffs have not adequately pleaded exhaustion of the coal in this case in order to
show reversion of the mine voids. However, I find that even if reversion were a
necessity in order to support some of the
plaintiffs’ claims – and I make no determination in that regard – it is implicit in
the allegations of the amended complaint.
A Virginia statute, adopted in 1981,
provides that except as otherwise provided in the severance deed, the owner of
minerals “shall be presumed to be the
owner of the shell, container chamber,
passage and space opened underground
for the removal of the minerals, with full
right to haul and transport minerals from
other lands and to pass men, materials,
equipment, water and air through such
space.” It is further provided in the
statute that these provisions shall not affect contractual obligations and agreements entered into prior to July 1, 1981.
Plaintiffs argue that because the severance deed was entered into before 1981,
the statute does not apply. Defendants
assert that a severance deed is not a contractual obligation or agreement and thus
that provision of the statute is inapplicable. Alternatively, plaintiffs contend the
statute is unconstitutional.
The facts of this case are insufficient at
this time to decide these issues, particularly in light of apparent ambiguities in
the statute.
Plaintiffs concede they have not adequately pleaded the violation of any duty
established under agreements and orders
relating to the production of coal bed
methane. I will grant the motion to dismiss to that extent but allow plaintiffs
leave to amend in that regard.
Graham v. Consolidation Coal Co.
(Jones) No. 1:13cv11, March 18, 2014;
USDC at Abingdon, Va.; T. Shea Cook for
plaintiffs; James R. Creekmore, Jonathan
T. Blank, David G. Altizer for defendants.
VLW 014-3-162, 9 pp.
(See Opinions, on page 16)

Landowners May Amend
Mine Void Pollution Claim

Real Estate

Plaintiff owners of land in Buchanan
County, including natural gas reserves
and coal bed methane, may amend their
complaint against defendant mining company for alleged damage to plaintiffs’
property by causing polluted water to be
“secretly placed” in underground mine
voids; the Abingdon U.S. District Court
says plaintiffs have not adequately
pleaded the violation of any duty established under agreements and orders relating to the production of coal bed
methane.
The gist of plaintiffs’ claim in this lawsuit is that a mining company, faced with
getting rid of excess wastewater from an
underground coal mine, and prohibited
from discharging the water into local
streams, instead diverted the water into
the underground voids in another mine it
controlled located beneath plaintiffs’ land.
For this conduct, plaintiff property owners seek compensatory and punitive damages.
Plaintiffs, owners of real property
called the Beatrice Tracts in Buchanan
County, which includes natural gas reserves and coal bed methane, allege defendants’ actions have damaged plaintiffs
by making production of their natural gas
more difficult or impossible. They are suing Consolidation Coal Company for trespass, unjust enrichment, negligence, nuisance and conversion. They assert a cause
of action against Island Creek for waste
and against Island Creek, CNX Gas and
CONSOL Energy Inc. for breaches of duties under agreements and orders relating to the production of the gas owned by
plaintiffs.
Defendants contend plaintiffs have
failed to show their standing to bring
their claims. They assert that pursuant to
Va. Code § 55-154.2(A), plaintiffs cannot
be owners of the mine voids themselves,
and thus have no standing to claim any
damages resulting from the insertion of
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Confidential Pricing
Information Disclosed, Party
Says

Contract

In plaintiff A&G Coal Corporation’s
contract action claiming defendant Elkem
Materials Inc. failed to take the entire
quantity of coal it had agreed to purchase,
the Big Stone Gap U.S. District Court will
not dismiss defendant’s counterclaim alleging damages from plaintiff’s disclosure
of confidential pricing information in its
complaint and amended complaint.
Elkem denies that the parties ever
reached mutual agreement on the material terms of the contract at issue, and
contends that in any event, A&G violated
both it and an earlier contract by disclosing in its complaint and amended complaint confidential pricing information
used in the contracts, causing Elkem
monetary damages.
Plaintiff contends the disclosures were
permitted by the contracts in question;
Elkem caused its own harm by submitting the redacted contract itself as exhibits to its counterclaim; Elkem waived
its counterclaim by not filing it in response to the initial complaint; and
Elkem cannot deny the existence of the
2011 Supply Agreement and also assert a
claim based upon its terms.
The court declines to dismiss Elkem’s
counterclaim on the ground that in its
pleadings Elkem both denies and embraces the 2011 contract.
It cannot be said on this record that
Elkem waived its claim of improper disclosure by disclosing other parts of the
contracts; it is the disclosure of specific
pricing information that Elkem says
caused it injury. Whether its competitors
would have been able to ascertain the
pricing information from other disclosed
portions of the contracts is not apparent
from the pleadings.
A&G also seeks dismissal of the counterclaim on the ground that the disclosure
of the pricing information was not precluded by the written contracts at issue.
Elkem contends A&G at least should
have sought to file the confidential information under seal.
Even where sealing of the entire complaint is not justified, redaction of the
confidential information may be appropriate.
It is at least plausible that A&G could
have sought and obtained an order sealing or redacting its pleadings in this case,
thus both enforcing its contractual rights
and upholding its contractual duty of confidentiality.
Motion to dismiss denied.
A&G Coal Corp. v. Elkem Materials Inc.
(Jones) No. 2:13cv45, Feb. 24, 2014; USDC
at Big Stone Gap, Va. VLW 014-3-113, 7
pp.

No Fraud Claim for TV
Commercial

Consumer Protection
Pro se plaintiffs may not sue defendant
automobile dealership for fraud based on
a denial of credit to purchase a vehicle of
their choice, despite the dealership’s television commercial advertising a goal of
“100 % financing”; the Abingdon U.S. District Court adopts the magistrate judge’s
report and dismisses the suit.
Defendant dealership has presented
uncontradicted evidence that its advertisement stated the company’s goal was
“100 % financing.” The word “goal” is defined as “something that you are trying to
do or achieve.” I find the statement in the
advertisement cannot constitute a materially false representation because it is, as
the defendants claim in their brief, nothing more than a promise to do their best
to help potential buyers such as plaintiffs obtain financing. It is not a promise
or guarantee to, in fact, obtain such financing. Further, I find it is not an exception to the general rule that a promise
cannot form the basis for a fraud claim
under Virginia law because there is no evidence that the statement is a promise to
perform in the future with no present in-
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tention to perform. I find the statements
in the television advertisement do not
constitute a false representation of material fact necessary to constitute a fraud
claim under Virginia law.
Plaintiffs also allege a salesperson
named Josh told them over the telephone
that “everyone is approved so come in and
pick out the car of your choice.” Admittedly, this language is stronger than that
used in the advertisement. However, even
classifying the statement as a promise
that financing would, in fact, be secured
for the plaintiffs, I find this still was not
a promise to do something in the future
with no present intention to perform.
There simply is no evidence of such.
Plaintiffs allege Josh requested that they
complete a credit application, which could
be obtained from the dealership’s website, and he scheduled an appointment to
meet with them at the dealership. I find
these actions undermine any argument
that there was no present intention to
perform the future promise at the time it
was made.
Finally, plaintiffs have not shown any
damages from the alleged fraud.
Parker v. Carl Gregory Automotive
(Jones, Sargent) No. 1:13cv60, March 18,
2014; April 21, 2014; USDC at Abingdon,
Va. VLW 014-3-165, 14 pp.

■ Va. Court of Appeals
Editor’s Note: The Virginia Court of Appeals released no published opinions on
July 8, 2014. The following opinions are
not designated for publication pursuant to
Va. Code § 17.1-413.

Time Billing Complaint Bars
Benefits

Unemployment Comp

The Court of Appeals upholds denial of
unemployment benefits due to claimant’s
discharge for misconduct; the data entry
specialist for a temp agency billed the
client for 11 hours of work from his home
even though his access code to the client’s
database had expired.
Under Rule 5A:18, the court does not
review claimant’s contention that he argued to the trial court that his call to the
client’s help desk coupled with the meeting with his manager were both mitigating factors. Claimant does not cite the
portion of the record in which he presented this argument to the trial court.
He did not specifically argue that mitigating circumstances justified his misconduct. He has failed to preserve this issue
for appellate consideration.
Judgment affirmed.
Williams v. Va. Employment Comm’n
(Per Curiam) No. 2376-13-4, June 10,
2014; Fairfax Cir.Ct. (Tran) Trevor D.
Williams, pro se; no brief for appellees.
VLW 014-7-207(UP), 4 pp.

Flight Attendant Wins Comp
for Escalator Slip

Workers’ Comp

A flight attendant who slipped on an
escalator during a layover at the airport
in Omaha can collect workers’ comp for
her wrist injury based on her testimony
that she that she slipped on something
slick on the step; the Court of Appeals affirms the commission decision that the
injury was caused by a risk of employment.
Although claimant was unable to identify a foreign substance upon which she
slipped or otherwise explain the slick surface, she testified before the deputy com-

missioner that it “absolutely” felt like
something slick was on the escalator. She
also described the incident by testifying
that when she stepped on the escalator,
her right foot just kept going like there
was something slick on the step.
As no one other than claimant testified
as to the condition of the escalator on the
day in question, claimant’s testimony
alone is sufficient to support the commission’s finding that claimant slipped on a
slick surface on the escalator. The record
demonstrates claimant has consistently
asserted and testified that there was a
slippery surface on the escalator that
caused her to fall.
Judgment affirmed.
Republic Airways Holdings Inc. v.
Miller (Huff) No. 0003-14-4, June 17,
2014; Workers’ Comp. Comm’n; Dennis B.
Cook for appellants; Eric S. Wiener for appellee. VLW 014-7-215(UP), 5 pp.

Claimant’s Knee Infection
Not Work-Related

Workers’ Comp

Although claimant presented medical
review evidence to support his claim that
the cellulitis he developed in his right
knee was related to his extended shift
working on his knees for an extended
time, the Court of Appeals says the record
supports the commission’s rejection of
claimant’s theory of the case.
Claimant said he injured his right leg
on Aug. 30, 2011. He was fixing a leaky
pump seal, a project that took two shifts
to complete and required approximately
six hours of kneeling and squatting on a
concrete floor. The floor was not wet when
he repaired the pump seal, but the leak
had left a film of dirt from muddy water
drying on the floor. Claimant felt some
discomfort working on his knees, but it
was not until after the second day of
working on the pump that he felt “general
pain” in his right knee. He considered it
ordinary joint pain from the exertion of
kneeling. His denim pant legs had not
torn and he did not notice any scratches
or broken skin on either knee.
Claimant later discovered his right
knee was swollen and there was “one
small little dot” at the center of the
swelling. He learned his right knee had
developed cellulitis, an infection caused
by bacteria. His treating physician never
determined the exact cause. He returned
to work approximately one month later
and his pain completely subsided after
about three months.
A medical expert who reviewed the
records concluded the cellulitis could have
been caused by working on the knees,
even without a break in the skin.
The facts of claimant’s case did not persuade the commission by a preponderance of the evidence that any condition of
the workplace caused his cellulitis. We
find nothing irrational about the conclusion. No treating physician linked
claimant’s cellulitis to his work conditions. The only physician who attempted
to make this connection had never examined claimant, never spoke with him and
never identified any specific pathogen.
Claimant did not call this physician as a
witness and thus, the witness’s expert
opinion was never tested by the crucible
of cross-examination. Instead he relied
solely on the physician’s written report,
which the commission found, addressed
caution in overly general terms.
Denial of benefits affirmed.
Barrett v. Dominion Resources Services
(Kelsey) No. 1945-13-2, June 3, 2014;
Workers’ Comp. Comm’n; Geoffrey R. McDonald for appellant; Emily O. Sealy for
appellees. VLW 014-7-198(UP), 6 pp.

Commission Could Reject
Credibility Finding

Workers’ Comp

A deputy commissioner’s credibility
findings were not based on observation of
the witnesses’ testimony regarding
claimant’s assertion that he was injured
while still working for Royal Import, and
the Court of Appeals says the commission could reject those findings and conclude the injury did not occur as claimant
described; denial of benefits affirmed.
Claimant alleges the commission erred
by arbitrarily dismissing the deputy commissioner’s determination regarding the
credibility of certain witnesses. Claimant
and another witness testified claimant
was injured on April 30, 2012, while lifting a tire at his place of employment,
Royal Import. Royal’s co-owners denied
that claimant ever reported such an injury until after he had terminated his
employment. The deputy commissioner
found claimant’s story credible and
awarded him temporary total benefits.
The commission reversed the deputy commissioner’s award concluding it was unable to adopt the deputy commissioner’s
credibility finding because claimant’s and
the witness’s testimony about claimant’s
injury while lifting a tire was completely
contradicted by the initial medical
records.
The deputy commissioner merely concluded he believed claimant’s and the witness’s version of events – however nothing in the deputy commissioner’s decision
indicates that his conclusions were based
upon his personal observation of the witnesses’ demeanor or appearance at the
hearing. Consequently, the commission
had no obligation to articulate its specific
reasons for finding certain witnesses
more credible than others.
The commission’s rejection of the claim
of injury by accident at Royal Import is
supported by credible evidence in the
record: the initial medical reports in the
days following April 30, 2012, where
claimant denied or was silent as to
whether a particular event caused his
pain; and the medical records that reflected inconsistent accounts given by
claimant as to the specific details of the
April 30, 2012, incident.
Denial of benefits affirmed.
Yowell
v.
Royal
Import
Inc.
(Humphreys) No. 1679-13-3, June 3, 2014;
Workers’ Comp. Comm’n; Andrew D.
Finnicum for appellant; Thomas H. Miller
for appellee; Nathaniel D. Moore for appellee Uninsured Employer’s Fund. VLW
014-7-197(UP), 6 pp.

Claimant’s Use of Saw
Violated Safety Rule

Workers’ Comp

The Court of Appeals upholds a denial
of workers’ comp benefits for a construction worker’s violation of a known safety
rule when he failed to keep his hands
away from a saw blade.
The evidence, viewed in the light most
favorable to employer, supports the commission’s finding that claimant intentionally did violate a known safety rule by
placing his left hand over a moving saw
blade rotating between 5,000 to 5,800
RPMs.
The facts clearly prove that the requirement that a carpenter keep his hands
away from the saw blade is a known
safety rule. Company officials testified
they instructed claimant on the proper
use of the table saw, each specifically
pointing out that a person using the table
saw must never place his hands over or
near the blade. Claimant admitted he was
instructed to keep his hands away from
the blade because of the serious injury
that could result from contact with the
blade. Although the facts were in dispute
as to whether the claimant understood
the rules as taught to him in English, the
commission believed the testimony indicating claimant comprehended the instructions communicated to him in English.
We find sufficient evidence to support
the commission finding that claimant intentionally violated a known safety rule.
Claimant acknowledged he intentionally
placed his hand over the spinning blade
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to hold down a piece of wood. He demonstrated to the commission how he positioned his left hand over the blade while
reaching for the wood. He testified that he
had cut four or five pieces of wood before
receiving the injury to his hand, indicating this was not an isolated, inadvertent
event. The commission found that hand
placement, not use of the wrong type of
saw, established the willful misconduct
barring benefits.
Denial of benefits affirmed.
Gutierrez-Lazo v. Coburn & Clay Building Development Corp. (Frank) No. 228013-4, June 3, 2014; Workers’ Comp. Comm’n; John B. Delaney for appellant; John
C. Duncan III for contractor; Joshua M.
Wulf for Uninsured Employer’s Fund.
VLW 014-7-202(UP), 10 pp.

■ Va. Circuit Court
Good Faith Exception Saves
Search

Search & Seizure

Although an affidavit to support an anticipatory search warrant was constitutionally deficient on its face because it
does not show a nexus between a confidential informant’s proposed purchase of
marijuana from defendant and defendant’s residence as the subject of the
search, the Roanoke County Circuit Court
applies the good faith exception and denies the motion to suppress.
Under the scenario contemplated in the
affidavit, the substance purchased during the controlled buy is to be removed
from the premises to be searched (the suspected seller’s residence) and taken to
some undisclosed location to be field
tested by police. Only if the controlled
buy, set up the CI under police auspices,
occurs and the purchased material is verified as marijuana will the search warrant at issue be executed.
The glaring deficiency with the search
warrant in this case is that the affidavit
underlying the warrant contains no basis
for the conclusion that marijuana or “additional evidence related to the distribution of marijuana” will probably be found
at the premises to be searched at the time
the search warrant is executed.
Defendant accurately notes the affidavit contains no facts that support evidence of marijuana having been seen on
the premises, currently on the premises,
or expected to be on the premises. Defendant also argues there is no information
to suggest he is a drug dealer, has sold
drugs, engaged in an ongoing drug
scheme or that he would have drugs at his
residence, except for the anticipated controlled buy.
Aside from the occurrence at the premises to be searched of a controlled buy of
more than one-half ounce of marijuana,
there is nothing in the affidavit to provide
the required nexus between the premises
to be searched and the probability that
more marijuana or evidence of marijuana
distribution would be found.
On the basis of the facts alleged in the
affidavit, the issuing magistrate lacked
sufficient basis to conclude that, as of the
time he issued the search warrant, it was
probable that contraband or evidence of
the crime of marijuana distribution would
be found when the search warrant was to
be executed. Therefore, the affidavit fails
to satisfy the first prong of the test enunciated in U.S. v. Grubb, 547 U.S. 90 (2006).
This deficiency renders the search warrant constitutionally defective and therefore invalid.
However, the court concludes the
search is acceptable under the good faith
exception of U.S. v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897
(1984). Defendant does not dispute that
the executing officers relied in good faith
on the determinations made by the magistrate incident to the issuance of the
search warrant in this case. None of the
limitations to the good faith doctrine apply to preclude application of the good
faith exception to the exclusionary rule
and the suppression of evidence will not
further the purpose of the exclusionary
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rule.
Motion to suppress denied.
Commonwealth v. Vaughan (Swanson)
No. CR14-63, 64; June 2, 2014; Roanoke
County Cir.Ct.; Ashley E. Sweet, Ass’t
Comm. Att’y; Robert F. Rider for defendant. VLW 014-8-070, 6 pp.

Extra Operations Did Not
Violate Conservation
Easement

Real Estate

In this dispute over whether an expansion of activities related to defendant’s
vineyard, to include making and selling
bread and cheese from a “farm building”
on the property, violates a Conservation
Easement, the Loudoun Circuit Court
says plaintiff wetlands trust has failed to
prove defendant violated the Easement;
however, the court says holding music festivals and weddings for fee-paying customers likely would exceed what is allowed.
Plaintiff Wetland America Trust Inc. is
a nonprofit organization that provides fiduciary support for the endowment and
land holdings of Ducks Unlimited, a wetlands and waterfowl conservation organization. Defendant White Cloud Nine Ventures LP is the owner of Lot 1 Caeli
Farms, in Middleburg, Va. Chrysalis Vineyards LLC leases the Caeli property from
White Cloud. Jennifer McCloud is both
the general partner of White Cloud and
the managing and only member of
Chrysalis.
WAT holds a conservation easement
from the Caeli property pursuant to a
deed of gift on Conservation Easement
granted from Caeli Farms LLC to WAT on
July 9, 2001. This easement covers the
406.87 acre property owned by Caeli
Farms. Caeli Farms subdivided the property into two lots of approximate equal
size. Caeli Farms conveyed Lot 2 to Brothers Farm LLC in January 2006. Caeli
Farms and Brothers Farm subsequently
jointly recorded a Covenant Between
Landowners confirming Brothers Farm’s
ability to construct certain dwellings on
the property. WAT was not a party to this
agreement. In February 2008, White
Cloud purchased Lot 1, also subject to the
Conservation Easement. Lot 1 borders
another property owned by White Cloud,
currently operated as Chrysalis Vineyards. McCloud bought Lot 1 with the intent of expanding her vineyard and opening a creamery and bakery to be housed
in a “farm building” with a tasting room.
This lawsuit concerns White Cloud’s alleged violations under the Conservation
Easement with respect to McCloud’s intended use of Lot 1 and her construction
of roads, a bridge and a building to realize those intentions.
McCloud has built what she has called
a farm building on the Caeli property. It is
her intent to grow grapes on this property
and turn those grapes, along with grapes
grown on her other property, Chrysalis
Vineyards LLC, and imported from other
farms, into wine, which will be aged in
barrels in the farm building. McCloud
also has dairy cows that graze on the
Caeli property that she intended to milk
at a parlor built on her other adjoining
property. This milk will be processed into
cheese in the farm building. McCloud additionally plans to grow wheat on the
Caeli property, which will be processed
into bread in the farm building.
Plaintiff WAT contends McCloud’s proposed use of the building does not comport with that of a farm building. WAT
contends the plain meaning of farm building is a building related to the growing of
crops or raising of animals. Because McCloud will be importing grapes and milking her cows off the Caeli property, WAT
asserts the building is not related to the

growing of grapes or raising of animals on
her property. They contend the scope of
activities McCloud intends to use the
building for are beyond the scope of a
farm building. WAT also points out that
the Conservation Easement does not incorporate the Virginia Code in defining
the term “farm building.”
Here, because the Conservation Easement does not define the term “farm
building,” it is unclear when the scope
and scale of the use of the building moves
from that which is a permissible use to
that which is not.
Much of the dispute in this case is
based on the scope and scale of what McCloud intends to do. Although the Easement has some specific requirements and
benchmarks, many provisions do not. The
overriding requirement is that the uses
not “impair significantly” the conservation values of the property. To apply this
in the context of a permanent easement is
subjective and challenging. The court rejects the notion advanced by WAT that if
a component part is imported to the property the use can only be considered a form
of manufacturing. Though the scale of McCloud’s operation may be larger than that
of a roadside fruit stand, the Easement
does not limit the scale allowed. The
Easement also does not prohibit the onsite consumption of the products sampled
and purchased, nor does it limit the
amount of time that visitors may spend
on the property.
The court finds the term “farm building” is capable of being understood in
more than one way and is therefore ambiguous. When there is an ambiguity in a
restrictive covenant, the covenant must
be interpreted in favor of the free use of
property and against restrictions. The
parties to the Conservation Easement
could have chosen to define the term
“farm building.” Having failed to do so, the
court believes it is not to be interpreted in
the restrictive fashion argued by WAT.
The court, however, does not believe that
any building on a farm would qualify as a
farm building.
The court finds McCloud may use the
building to process and age wine, to
process and age cheese, and to produce
bread. She may also use the building for
the tasting and sampling of these products. Although the court finds the building may be used for sampling and sale of
the farm products, such as wine, cheese
and bread, the court believes some of McCloud’s other intended uses, such as the
sale of goods that do not have a nexus to
her property and are not agricultural in
nature, are more problematic and go too
far.
A number of additional alleged violations of the Easement were not stated in
the complaint.
The court finds that music festivals in
which customers pay to visit the property to listen to music and purchase goods
from vendors are both commercial and
recreational in nature. These types of
events would therefore be prohibited by
the Easement. They exceed the tasting
and sale of wines permitted within the
scope of commercial agriculture. The
court also finds that weddings and classes
are recreational in nature and, to the extent there is a fee associated with these
events, are commercial in nature. Such
events also likely would be prohibited unless they are legitimately de minimis
uses. The court cannot give an advisory
opinion on what would be a de minimis
use. The court also cannot anticipate all
future uses of the property; however,
White Cloud is to be guided by these examples in determining whether other
uses would be appropriate under the
terms of the Easement.
The court finds that, with these exceptions, WAT has failed to show that White
Cloud has violated the Conservation
Easement. Certain potential uses of the
farm building may be prohibited. White

Cloud must use the mounds of dirt in the
final grading to be in compliance with the
Easement, and White Cloud must obtain
a wetlands permit for the bridge to comply with the Easement, and must properly install the utility line to comply with
the Easement.
Wetlands America Trust Inc. v. White
Cloud Nine Ventures LP (McCahill) No.
78462, June 19, 2014; Loudoun County
Cir.Ct.; Andrew G. Mauck, E. Andrew
Burcher for the parties. VLW 014-8-068, 30
pp.

Officer’s Driving Was
‘Grossly Negligent’

Negligence

In this personal injury suit involving a
collision with defendant police officer’s
vehicle travelling at excessive speed,
without emergency lights, to respond to a
drunk-in-public complaint involving a
person in her own home, the Lee County
Circuit Court concludes the officer was
grossly negligent.
The court makes the following conclusions of law based on the undisputed material facts: Defendant Shawn Peters was
operating his vehicle under non-emergency conditions and he was grossly negligent in the operation of his vehicle.
Since these conclusions of law make
sovereign, governmental and qualified
immunity inapplicable, the court does not
reach the question of whether Peters
properly exercised discretion in the performance of a governmental function.
At trial, the only issues as to defendant
Peters are whether his actions were a
proximate cause of the accident and, if
so, the amount of damages.
The court grants partial summary
judgment on this issue.
Smith v. Peters (Dotson) No. CL
13090169-00, April 4, 2014; Lee County
Cir.Ct.; James N.L. Humphreys, Daniel W.
Fast for plaintiff; Jim H. Guynn Jr. for defendant. VLW 014-8-072, 4 pp.

Officer’s Driving Was
‘Grossly Negligent’

Negligence

In this personal injury suit involving a
collision with defendant police officer’s
vehicle travelling at excessive speed,
without emergency lights, to respond to a
drunk-in-public complaint involving a
person in her own home, the Lee County
Circuit Court concludes the officer was
grossly negligent.
The court grants partial summary
judgment and strikes defendant deputy’s
defenses as they relate to his denial that
he was grossly negligent. At trial, he will
not be permitted to deny he was grossly
negligent. At trial, his defenses are limited to disputing that his actions proximately caused the accident in question,
and the amount of damages.
Marsee v. Dinsmore (Dotson) No. CL
13090171-00, April 29, 2014; Lee County
Cir.Ct.; James N.L. Humphreys, Daniel W.
Fast for plaintiff; Jim H. Guynn Jr. for defendant deputy; Robert V. Ward for defendant Dinsmore. VLW 014-8-071, 4 pp.

Limits on Contract’s FeeShifting

Contract

A Fairfax Circuit Court says a fee-shifting provision in a contract for telecommunications services does not require plaintiff HOA to cover fees owed by the
defendant who entered into the contract
to codefendants it separately agreed to
indemnify.
Plaintiff Landsdowne on the Potomac
Homeowners Association Inc. alleged that
beginning in 2001, defendants – Landsdowne Community Development LLC,
M.C. Dean, LCD Communications LLC,
Open Band at Landsdowne LLC (OBL)
and related entities – conspired to award
OBL a sweetheart deal to provide communications services to the Landsdowne
Community.
Defendants LCD and LCD Communications were dismissed from the suit. The
court then sustained the plea in bar to
counts I through VI of the complaint, with
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prejudice. Plaintiff then nonsuited the
only remaining count, count VII, on April
30, 2013. The finality of the nonsuit order
was suspended by order May 17, 2013 so
the court could consider defendants’ motion for attorney’s fees. Plaintiff noted an
appeal, which the Supreme Court of Virginia refused. Defendants have renewed
their motion for attorney’s fees and costs
and now request additional attorney’s
fees and costs incurred in opposing the
petition for appeal. The fee request is
based on the fee-shifting provision in the
Agreement to Obtain Telecommunication
Services (TSA) between the Landsdowne
HOA and OBL.
Plaintiff also sued the same defendants
in federal court. In that litigation, plaintiff prevailed on one part of one of the 11
counts. The federal court examined the
fee-shifting provision of the TSA and
awarded plaintiff $615,217.52 in fees and
costs, including $136,600.50 in fees for
proceedings on appeal.
At issue here is whether OBL can be
awarded attorney’s fees for the other defendants as well, based on the fact that
OBL and the other defendants entered
into indemnification agreements.
The TSA contained a contractual provision regarding the recovery of fees and
costs. That provision stated the prevailing
party in any litigation commenced in connection with enforcing any of the provisions of the agreement “shall recover any
and all legal expenses incurred in pursuing such litigation, proceeding or action
from the non-prevailing party.”
Defendants argue that pursuant to the
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TSA, because OBL is the prevailing party
in the litigation, it is entitled to recover all
of its attorney’s fees and costs. Defendants also assert that this award is to include the attorney’s fees and costs incurred by all of the defendants, not only
OBL. OBL makes this assertion because
it entered into indemnification agreement
with the other defendants. OBL argues
that because it agreed to indemnify the
other defendants for their legal fees and
costs, the legal fees and costs of the other
defendants now effectively belong to OBL.
On the other hand, plaintiff argues that
the award of attorney’s fees and costs to
OBL must be limited to those incurred
only by OBL, as OBL was the only defendant that was a party to the TSA.
Here, the terms of the contract are
plain and unambiguous. We must interpret the terms based on their plain meaning and look at the intent of the parties.
The TSA clearly defines the parties to it
as only the Landsdowne HOA and OBL.
Moreover, the TSA clearly states that the
prevailing Party – not Parties – may recover legal expenses of the non-prevailing
party. In entering into the TSA, the
Landsdowne HOA clearly did not intend
to reimburse OBL and all of the other de-

Bedell, Sanford M. Saunders Jr. for defendants. VLW 014-8-069, 9 pp.

fendants with which OBL entered into
indemnification agreements should OBL
be the prevailing party in the litigation. If
the Landsdowne HOA had intended this
then it would have entered into the TSA
with the other defendants as well, not
just with OBL itself. It is illogical that
OBL’s obligation to indemnify the other
defendants should be transferred to the
Landsdowne HOA when the HOA was
not a party to the indemnification agreements – only OBL entered into these
agreements.
The Landsdowne HOA is not responsible for the attorney’s fees and costs for
which OBL agreed to indemnify those
other defendants but did not actually incur directly itself.
Motion for attorney’s fees granted as to
those fees incurred only by OBL in successfully pursuing the litigation and defending against the appeal, and denied as
to the fees and costs incurred by all other
defendants which OBL agreed to indemnify.
Landsdowne on the Potomac Homeowners Ass’n Inc. v. Landsdowne Community
Development LLC (Ney) No. CL 20121088, June 27, 2014; Fairfax Cir.Ct.;
Patrick O’Donnell for plaintiff; Kevin B.

A police officer’s entry from the driveway to search the back yard and front
porch of a residence of a property defendant was charged with caring for may
have been supported by probable cause
based on the smell of marijuana, but
there were no clear exigent circumstances
justifying the intrusion and the
Buchanan County Circuit Court grants
defendant’s motion to suppress.
The court notes that neither defendant
owned the real property or the residence,
but the owners of each testified that defendant David Fuller had permission to
be on their property and he had control of
not only the outbuilding but also the residence. He lived there and was charged
with caring for the property. Also, he regularly received packages at the property.
The court finds defendant David Fuller
has a legitimate expectation of privacy in
the area searched.
Defendant Charles Fuller asserts that
by virtue of his indictment under Va. Code
§ 18.2-258.02 for maintaining a fortified
drug house he has standing to assert his
Fourth Amendment rights. Defendant
bears the burden of proving he has a legitimate expectation of privacy in the place
searched. He did not own the land or the
residence. In light of the scant evidence
presented regarding his ties to the property, the court finds he has failed to carry
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his burden of establishing he had a legitimate expectation of privacy in the premises.
Assuming without deciding that defendant David Fuller impliedly consented to
the officer’s entry onto the driveway and
the “No Trespassing” sign had no effect,
the officer still engaged in unconstitutional conduct – a warrantless search of
the backyard which exceeded the scope of
that implied consent and was unsupported by exigent circumstances – which
formed the foundation and sole basis for
the later obtained warrant.
Defendant argues that implied consent
is inapplicable to this case because the officer failed to even attempt to “knock and
talk” or otherwise contact the residents.
The officer’s conduct is not rendered infirm due to his failure to execute a “knock
and talk.” Rather, the flaw in the officer’s
action was his deviation from the scope of
implied consent into the backyard without exigent circumstances.
The officer’s departure from the driveway to explore the curtilage of the property without a warrant was unreasonable. Therefore, his warrantless search of
the backyard must be supported by both
probable cause and exigent circumstances.
The officer smelled marijuana upon exiting his vehicle. The smell of marijuana
alone is likely sufficient probable cause to
support a warrantless search of the curtilage. While probable cause may have
existed, exigent circumstances did not exist sufficient to permit a warrantless
search of the premises. The court finds
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the warrantless search was unreasonable
and violated the Fourth Amendment.
The evidence seized is not sufficiently
attenuated from the illegal search to justify admission. Only a short period
elapsed between the unconstitutional
search and the seizure pursuant to the
warrant. The officer did not engage in any
additional investigation; he took the facts
obtained from the unconstitutional search
straight to a magistrate to seek a search
warrant. The officer conducted an unconstitutional, warrantless search of the entire curtilage, including the back yard and
front porch, to procure the facts he
deemed necessary to obtain a warrant.
This conduct goes against the very text
and spirit of the Fourth Amendment. The
court feels the deterrent effect on future
unconstitutional conduct – warrantless
searches of the curtilage where no clear
exigency exists – outweighs the admittedly heavy social costs of exclusion in
this particular case. The exclusionary rule
applies.
The court denies Charles Fuller’s motion to suppress, but grants David Fuller’s
motion to suppress.
Commonwealth v. Fuller (Johnson) No.

122-11 – 125-11; June 9, 2014; Buchanan
County Cir.Ct.; Nicholas Compton, Sr. Ass’t Comm. Att’y; Thomas R. Scott Jr.,
Robert M. Galumbeck for the parties. VLW
014-8-066, 11 pp.

Judgment Debtor Wins Back
Garnished Wages

Creditor’s Rights

A judgment debtor who owes $343,260
to Trident Systems Inc. for breach of fiduciary duty, misappropriation of trade secrets and violating the Virginia Computer
Crimes Act wins back $2,135 garnished
from his wages with his new employer, as
the Fairfax Circuit Court says debtor
properly filed his homestead exemption
and claimed his wife as a dependent.
The question before the court is
whether the judgment debtor is entitled
to claim a homestead exemption including a claimed dependent, as articulated in
Va. Code § 34-4.
The creditor does not object to the
claimed exemptions of the judgment
debtor’s social security or retirement ben-

ADR

efits. These two exemptions are not at issue here.
In order to qualify for a homestead exemption under Va. Code § 34-4, a debtor
must file a claim of homestead exemption to protect garnished wages after the
garnishment summons is served on the
employer but before the return date of
the summons.
Here, the judgment debtor has claimed
$10,500 exempt from the garnishment of
his wages; he claimed $10,000 pursuant
to the homestead exemption and $500 for
his dependent spouse. The judgment
debtor timely filed his homestead exemption. The creditor argues the original purpose of the homestead exemption was to
prevent judgment debtors from becoming
destitute or insolvent, but there is no authority to indicate that either of these
factors is required in order to invoke the
exemption. The judgment debtor’s homestead exemption is valid because it was
timely claimed and his homestead deed
was appropriately filed. Further, the judgment debtor’s claim of a $500 exemption
for his dependent spouse also should be
granted.
The court finds that any funds paid by
the garnishee prior to the return date on
the garnishment summons must be refunded to the judgment debtor since the
judgment debtor has filed a valid homestead exemption.
The court finds the homestead exemption including an exemption for a claimed
dependent is valid. The judgment debtor’s
homestead exemption is granted and the
$2,135.18 previously garnished from his
wages shall be returned to him.
Trident Sys. Inc. v. Reber (Smith) No.
2014-5308, June 25, 2014; Fairfax Cir.Ct.;
Brandon H. Elledge for creditor; John Reber, debtor. VLW 014-8-067, 5 pp.
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DUANE, HAUCK
DAVIS &
GRAVATT, P.C.

(804) 649-8329 Fax

Harley W. Duane, III
hduane@dhdglaw.com

David L. Hauck
dhauck@dhdglaw.com

Professional, Efficient
and Prompt: Mediation
and Arbitration Services
provided by our
retired Judges...
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•
•
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Business and Commercial
Construction
Securities
Trusts & Estates
ESI Discovery (State and
Federal)

• Certified in Family Mediation by the
Virginia Supreme Court

• Over 35 years experience in Divorce &
Family Law
• Over 25 years experience in mediation
• Recognized in the publications Virginia
Super Lawyer & Virginia Legal Elite
• Recipient of 2006 Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Virginia State Bar,
Family Law Section
• Recipient of a Founder of ADR in Virginia
Award from the Virginia Joint ADR Committee
• Currently teaching basic and advanced
classes in negotiation, mediation and
collaboration at Washington & Lee Law School
• Conducted many basic and family circuit
court mediation trainings certified by the
Virginia Supreme Court.

10 E. Franklin Street
Suite 400
Richmond, VA 23219
(804) 644-7400

•
•
•
•
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•
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Health Care
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Commercial Leases
Personal Injury
Professional Malpractice
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•

Cost-Effective Solutions
to Family Disputes
• Over 28 years practicing Family
Law
• Fellow, American Academy of
Matrimonial Lawyers
• Former Chair of the VSB Family
Law Section Board of Governors
• Member, VBA Family Law Coalition
• Recognized by Best Lawyers,
Northern Virginia Magazine,
Washingtonian and Virginia
Business Magazine.

PHILLIPS, MORRISON,
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www.pmjf.com
Bank of the James Building
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Lynchburg, Virginia 24504
434-384-0946

Mediation conducted with parties only or with counsel present, as
preferred. Hourly rate of $300, with no retainer.
Brian M. Hirsch
703-481-6063
BHirsch@NOVAFamilylaw.com

Available throughout Virginia
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asked that Garrett be disqualified
against the former client if the client’s
from representing Reynolds in the
testimony were at odds with his earlimeth case.
er accounts, Moon said.
Garrett said he sought a confer“At bottom, Mr. Garrett’s represenence with Barlow’s lawyer on the contation of Mr. Reynolds in this matter
flict issue, but the conference never
presents both an actual and potential
took place. Garrett then
conflict, warranting his disqualcalled Barlow directly, withification,” Moon said.
out any approval from BarGarrett protested that
low’s lawyer.
Reynolds, his current client, did
Garrett said he obtained
not dispute Barlow’s incrimiconsent from Barlow to stay
nating statements, so there was
on with his representation of
no potential conflict.
Reynolds in the meth case.
Citing a 2011 decision of the
Moon rejected the pur4th U.S. Circuit Court of Apported consent.
peals, Moon said the potential
“In this case, Mr. Garrett
for conflict existed anytime a
represented a potential govlawyer might have to cross-exernment witness (Mr. Bar- JUDGE MOON
amine a former client.
low) in a criminal matter
Moon said Garrett’s attempt
pertaining to a federal indictment
to obtain Barlow’s consent to the situthat includes both Barlow and his
ation was not a “proper consultation.”
current client, Mr. Reynolds,” Moon
Imposing a reprimand, the VSB diswrote.
ciplinary subcommittee decided Gar“Mr. Garrett now represents Mr.
rett violated rules governing conflicts
Reynolds in the above-captioned matof interest with former clients and comter, also a drug conspiracy case, for
munication with persons represented
which Mr. Garrett’s former client has
by counsel.
already provided useful information for
“I continue to disagree with Judge
the prosecution.”
Moon’s ruling,” Garrett said July 8.
Moon said he viewed the federal
“A conflict must be resolved by the
meth conspiracy case to be substantiallawyer and his clients. I am satisfied
ly related to the Schedule II conspirathat no conflict existed. … My clients
cy case, and he envisioned a potential
agreed,” Garrett said.
conflict scenario.
Reynolds pleaded guilty to two
“If Mr. Garrett had any useful inforcounts in the Schedule II conspiracy
mation, Mr. Reynolds would expect him
case and was sentenced last month to
to reveal it. On the other hand, Mr.
nine years in prison. Barlow pleaded
Garrett has an ethical obligation to not
guilty to one count and was sentenced
reveal confidential information he obto seven and one half years in January.
tained in the course of his representaBoth defendants contended they betion of Mr. Barlow in state court,”
came addicted to narcotics after sufferMoon said.
ing physical ailments.
Garrett also could become a witness

INTRODUCING FNS, TRANSCRIPTION DATABASE SERVICES

Know what
they say…
before the
“spin!”

“Every single time I’ve done this, I’ve
lawyer will request copies of the medalways gotten materials,” Waterman
ical records from the health care
said.
providers.
Getting risk management materiWhat the lawyer usually gets is the
als before filing suit is “invaluable,” he
patient’s chart.
said.
Waterman wanted more. He sought
“From my standpoint, it’s the only
the records of the hospital’s investigaway to pursue it. Why wait until you’re
tion of the missed cancer diagnosis.
embroiled in discovery to find out what
Virginia Code § 8.01-413 provides acthe story is,” Waterman said.
cess to a provider’s “records or papers”
He said some cases resolve early
of the patient. Waterman said that inwhen he gets all the information up
cludes incident reports and other invesfront, and that’s good for everybody.
tigation materials.
He said providers initially tried to
Waterman said he was met with dewithhold all investigative information,
nial when he sought the materials
but now they turn over redactfrom Riverside Hospital Inc.
ed versions.
The hospital said the materials
“We argue over the extent of
were protected as attorney
redaction,” Waterman said.
work product.
Waterman said statements
In similar situations, some
by doctors about their care
hospitals will claim the mateshould stand on the same footrials are subject to privilege,
ing as statements by drivers to
particularly the peer review
insurance adjusters about what
privilege spelled out in Vircaused a traffic accident, stateginia’s medical malpractice
ments routinely obtained in
statutes, Waterman said.
personal injury litigation.
To get the issue before the
“The health care industry
court, Waterman filed a miscel- WATERMAN
should enjoy any special proteclaneous court action and served
tions not enjoyed by other businesses,”
a subpoena in accordance with subsecWaterman said.
tion “C” of § 8.01-413. The hospital filed
In the Rauchfuss case, Riverside
a motion to quash the subpoena and
Hospital was represented by Mary
Waterman filed a motion to enforce the
Elizabeth Sherwin of Norfolk and the
subpoena.
defendant doctor was represented by
The judge heard the arguments from
Kimberly A. Satterwhite of Richmond.
both sides in May and privately reNeither responded to a call for comviewed the disputed materials.
ment.
Pugh ordered disclosure of a list of
materials that he said were not protected work product or, if they were, were
— Peter Vieth
still subject to disclosure because of the
patient’s substantial need for those
materials.
The materials were subject to redaction, with many lines blacked out.
Pugh said the redacted material was
“mental impressions, conclusions, opinions or legal theories.”
Materials produced included handwritten notes by an assistant risk manager based on telephone conversations
with doctors and the patient and a twopage statement by the treating physician about his care of the patient.
Pugh’s decision is Rauchfuss v.
Schultz (VLW 014-8-063).
Gloucester County case
In a similar decision in December, a
Gloucester County judge ordered disclosure of investigative materials from a
rehabilitation facility, rejecting a claim
that the materials were protected under the peer review statute.
The decision by Judge R. Bruce Long
came in Cherrie v. Virginia Health
Services Inc.
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McCloud constructed a building on the
site intended to be used as a tasting
room, creamery and bakery. The building
also would be used to age wine and process
cheese and bread, with a retail facility to
sell the products.
McCloud hoped to sell souvenirs and other goods not produced on the farm. She envisioned music festivals and weddings at
the site.
Ducks Unlimited cried foul.
In 2013, DU took McCloud to court
over her use of the land, claiming 14 violations of the conservation easement.
Loudoun County Circuit Judge Burke F.
McCahill heard evidence in the case over
four days in April, including testimony
from various experts. McCahill’s 29-page
decision is Wetlands America Trust Inc. v.
White Cloud Nine Ventures, L.P. (VLW 0148-068).
McCloud’s winery came away with a win
on most of the critical issues.
McCahill applied Virginia law regarding
interpretation of contracts, and noted that
restrictive covenants are not favored under the case law of the state.
At the heart of the dispute was the socalled “farm building” with its parking lot.
Tasting rooms and a retail store cannot
be considered a “farm building” as allowed
by the conservation easement, DU argued.
The easement never defined “farm building,” McCahill noted.
McCahill heard from the original
grantor of the conservation easement,
Theodore Sedgewick, the U.S. Ambassador
to Slovakia. Sedgewick acknowledged he
understood the property was not to be just
a wildlife sanctuary, but a mix of agricultural uses as well as wetlands protection.
He intended to allow some buildings, but
he said the parking lot used by the winery
was “not what he had in mind” when he
granted the easement.
McCahill found little help in the language of the easement itself.
“Unfortunately, with only a few exceptions, there is no definition of the scope and
scale of permitted uses in the Easement
and the Court is left to decide if the Easement is significantly impaired,” McCahill
wrote.
McCahill decided the easement allowed
for “evolving” agricultural uses.
“For example, the tasting of wine is akin
to the sampling of fruit from a roadside
fruit stand,” he wrote.
The easement was silent about other key
elements of the dispute.
The judge ruled McCloud could use the

building to process and age wine, to
process and age cheese and to produce
bread. She also would be allowed to use the
building for the tasting and sampling of
those products.
Other intended uses, such as the sale of
non-agricultural goods, would go too far,
McCahill said.
The judge allowed the parking lot because it was necessary for the operation of
the building.
McCahill drew a line about some of the
winery’s other proposed uses for the property. Commercial and recreational events,
such as music festivals with paid attendance and weddings and classes for feepaying customers would be banned under
the easement, the judge said.
A critical side issue was the size of the
building. The easement limited the “ground
area” to just 4,500 square feet.
McCloud’s winery built a building with
a 4,500-square-foot footprint, but with
cantilevered decks on piers that extended
past the foundation area of the structure.
DU’s expert argued that the building’s
size should be measured as if viewed
from above, without regard to which parts
of the building actually touch the ground.
McCloud’s expert said the “ground area”
should be the actual foundation.
The issue could have been addressed in
the easement, but it was not, McCahill
pointedly noted.
The judge sided with the winery’s architect that the building complied with the
4,500-foot limitation.
E. Andrew Burcher of Woodbridge, the
winery’s lawyer, said the decision should
guide those who craft conservation easements in the future.
“Many of them are written in the fashion of ephemeral goals, using language like
‘conservation values,’” he said.
The typical vague terminology creates
uncertainty and, under the law, “a tie goes
to the free use of land,” he said.
“It’s going to have a major impact on how
these are drafted in the future,” Burcher
said.
Richmond’s Andrew G. Mauck represented Ducks Unlimited and its conservation
trust in the suit.
“Our policy is not to discuss ongoing litigation,” Mauck said when asked for comment.
It’s been a rocky road for some other Virginia wineries.
The Supreme Court of Virginia in 2012
allowed operation of a tasting room at a
Fauquier County vineyard, despite a

covenant restricting commercial activity in
the community. The win for the Marterella Winery came only after years of litigation, including a circuit court ruling that
forced the business to close the tasting
room.
In 2010, Fairfax County residents complained of traffic and parking issues when
the new Paradise Springs Winery uncorked its operations in Clifton.

In 2011, residents near Keswick Vinyards complained of loud wedding music
at the Albemarle County business.
Also, at last report, officials at the
Trump Winery in Albemarle County were
negotiating with the Virginia Outdoors
Foundation over whether a VOF conservation easement would allow a golf course on
land owned by winery.
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On August 25th, Virginia Lawyers Weekly will
feature the results of our

SURVEY

This reference will appear in a
special section in Virginia Lawyers Weekly and be available online
year-round at valawyersweekly.com

Alternative Dispute
Resolution

Survey of
Alternative Dispute
Resolution Providers

For information about
Enhanced and Basic Listings
in the ADR Survey,

call Katie Lee at
800.456.5297, ext. 14023
or 804.783.0770, ext. 14023
katie.lee@valawyersmedia.com
valawyersweekly.com/adr-survey
Survey Deadline: August 13, 2013
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Joe Cunningham and his colleagues at
Cunningham & Associates, PLC, have been
defending lawyers facing disgruntled client
claims, ethics grievances, and related disputes
for over thirty years in Virginia, Maryland and
D.C. We seek to resolve the troublesome
matters quickly and are familiar with mediation
and trial techniques best suited to successful
lawyer defense. We are panel counsel for the major professional
liability insurers and are frequently requested by both insured
and insurers. As experienced litigators, our fees are modest and
reasonable. Look at our website for articles we have authored on
attorney defense issues. When you need a knowledgeable, aggressive
firm, we should be your first choice.

(703) 294-6500
jcunningham@cunninghamlawyers.com
www.cunninghamlawyers.com
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On appeal? Why
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U Trust Accounts
U Federal and State Tax Problems
U Neglect and
U Other Types of Disciplinary Complaints
Additional Resources Available:
CPA’s, Bookkeepers and Licensed Enrolled Agents
Experienced in Tax Problem Resolution.

John Cole Gayle, Jr. Primary Author of Va.’s
Lemon Law Amendments 1988 and 1990.
Multi-Year Instructor for CLE courses in Lemon
Law & Fraud; Chairman Virginia Trial Lawyer
Association’s Consumer Law Legislation
Committee; Representing Virginia consumers for
over 25 years.
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Rhe tta M. Daniel
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www.theconsumerlawgroup.com
804.282.7900
5905 West Broad Street, Suite 303
Richmond, Va. 23230
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rhettamdaniel@gmail.com
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Office - (804) 641-9574
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TO
LAWYER
REFERRAL
Know a
good lawyer?
We do!
Find them in
Virginia Lawyers
Weekly’s
Lawyer to Lawyer Referral Directory.
To advertise your
area of expertise,
call Katie Lee
at 1.800.456.5297,
ext 14023.

STOCK BROKER
CLAIMS

W. Scott Greco and Frederick D. Greco have over 40 years
combined experience litigating and arbitrating disputes
between investors and their stockbrokers and brokerage
firms. We devote our practice to representing individual
investors in NASD/FINRA arbitrations involving securities
fraud, churning, unsuitable recommendations, unauthorized
trading, conversion, ponzi schemes and other unlawful
actions. Our attorneys are AV® PreeminentTM Peer Review
Rated by Martindale Hubbell.
We welcome referrals or co-counsel relationships from
anywhere in Virginia and nationwide.

Contact Scott Greco or Fred Greco
at (703) 821-2777
or wsgreco@grecogrecolaw.com
GRECO & GRECO, P.C.
1300 OLD CHAIN BRIDGE ROAD, McLEAN, VA 22101
www.GrecoGrecoLaw.com
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Deportation Defense
Visas
Green Cards
Citizenship
Criminal Consequences

Our Immigration Law Group regularly handles the full
range of immigration services – from visas and green cards
to citizenship and deportation defense in immigration court.
We understand the immigration consequences of criminal
convictions. In addition to providing consultation services,
we welcome referrals and co-counsel relationships.

MICHAEL P. LAFAYETTE,
former legal analyst for the VA
ABC Board, represents clients
throughout Virginia:

• ABC Licensing

• ABC Violations

• Hearings & Appeals

• Buy/Sell of Establishments

Available to consult and/or
associate with local counsel.

STATEWIDE REPRESENTATION
Mr. Schewe has 34 years of experience in handling
Workers’ Compensation cases at the trial level, before
the full commission, and before the Court of Appeals.
Many attorneys without Workers’ ComWorkerspensation
experience have engaged Mr. Schewe’s services to
handle Workers’ Compensation cases where a third
party tort action is involved. This has included the
maintenance and reduction of the amount of the
Workers’ Compensation carrier’s subrogation
rights/lien against the third party action. He also
has vast experience in negotiating lump-sum
settlements including the effects of Social Security Benefits and Medicare.

Law Offices of
Christopher Paul Schewe
216 South Patrick Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
703-684-8200
703-869-1441 (mobile)
703-549-0449 (fax)
cpschewe@verizon.net (email)

On appeal?

Contact our Immigration Law Group
at 757-446-8697
Arthur Serratelli, Chair: aserratelli@vanblk.com
Mara S. Mijal: mmijal@vanblk.com
Trey R. Kelleter: tkelleter@vanblk.com
101 W. Main Street, Suite 500, Norfolk, VA 23510
707 East Main Street, Suite 1700, Richmond, VA 23219
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Expert assistance with
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Brief Writing
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www.cplrg.com
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Frank Rennie
Attorney at Law
FRennie@cowangates.com

With over 25 years experience
representing landowners and
condemning authorities,
Frank Rennie is available
for association or referral
in eminent domain cases
throughout Virginia.

1930 Huguenot Road
Richmond, VA 23235
phone (804) 320-9100
toll free (800) 948-7160

cowangates.com

Know a
good lawyer?
We do!

DEFENDING ATTORNEYS AND LAW FIRMS
VIRGINIA • MARYLAND • WASHINGTON, D.C.

DAVID D. HUDGINS

ROBERT E. DRAIM

JOHN E. MCINTOSH, JR .

DAVID D. HUDGINS, ROBERT E. DRAIM, and JOHN E. MCINTOSH, Jr. have for many years
represented attorneys and law firms in legal malpractice actions and in Virginia State Bar
disciplinary proceedings. We are an approved panel counsel for major professional liability
insurers, and we have defended attorneys and law firms in nearly every practice area, from
domestic relations to real estate and beyond. When your law practice and reputation are at stake,
you deserve experienced representation. Discounted insurance rates are charged when no
coverage is available.

HUDGINS LAW FIRM, P.C.
515 King Street, Suite 400 • Alexandria, VA 22314 • (703) 739-3300
dhudgins@hudginslawfirm.com • rdraim@hudginslawfirm.com • jmcintosh@hudginslawfirm.com

www.hudginslawfirm.com
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Virginia Lawyers
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To advertise your
area of expertise,
call Katie Lee
at 1.800.456.5297,
ext 14023.
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Virginia Workers’
Compensation Law

Lafayette, Ayers & Whitlock, PLC
Attorneys
10160 Staples Mill Road, Suite 105
Glen Allen, VA 23060
804-545-6250
mlafayette@lawplc.com

Tip the scales in your
favor with a cogent,
well-written legal
argument.
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Medical Malpractice
Malcolm P. “Mic” McConnell, III
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Seeking medical malpractice referrals from general & solo practitioners whose clients will
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A Nursing Home’s
Standard of Care
Should Never Be
Substandard
Pressure Ulcers
Falls and Fractures
Medication Errors
Wandering and Elopement
Malnutrition, Weight Loss
and Dehydration
C. diff

Experience: For the past fifteen years, I’ve handled hundreds
of nursing home and assisted living claims and cases across the
Commonwealth.
Results: Case summaries in Virginia Lawyers Weekly confirm
a track record of hard work and success.
Personal Attention: I handle personally every case referred to
my office.
Nursing Support: With on-site assistance from a full-time RN
with years of nursing experience, medical information is
evaluated thoroughly and efficiently.

Know a
good lawyer?
We do!

ATTORNEY’S COUNSEL
Michael L. Rigsby, Bar Counsel
for the Virginia State Bar for 20
years, advises attorneys and their
law firms in matters involving legal
ethics, standard of care and
related matters. Mr. Rigsby appears
regularly before the Virginia State
Bar, the Virginia Board of Bar
Examiners, the Judicial Inquiry and
Review Commission and state and
federal licensing agencies. He also
serves as a consulting and testifying expert. Licensed in
Virginia and the District of Columbia.
Michael L. Rigsby
Michael L. Rigsby, P.C.
P.O. Box 29328 • Henrico, VA 23242 • 804.784.5588
michaelrigsby@rigsbylaw.com
www.rigsbylaw.com

Find them in
Virginia Lawyers
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Lawyer to Lawyer Referral Directory.
To advertise your
area of expertise,
call Katie Lee
at 1.800.456.5297,
ext 14023.

PAROLE
HARRISON
HUBARD JR. P.C.
_______________
5206 Markel Road
Second Floor
Richmond, VA 23230
804-285-7000

_______________

Parole representation, both state
and federal, including revocation
hearings, custody classification,
and unit designation. Also,
work release, and out of state
transfers for incarceration and
parole supervision. Medical /
hardship and geriatric releases.

Litigation Co-Counsel in Virginia and Florida
Licensed member of both the Florida and Virginia
Bar Associations with offices in Virginia and Florida.
Board Certified in Civil Trial (by the Florida Bar*) and
member of the Million Dollar Advocates Forum, he
is available to assist you, in Florida or Virginia, with
all types of litigation, including but not limited to:
• Personal Injury Claims (auto accidents, medical
malpractice, wrongful death, trucking accidents, etc.)
• Commercial Litigation
• Probate and Trust Litigation
• Other legal matters arising in either state

 







Virginia (434) 295-6659 • Florida (954) 523-4101
reedtolber@gmail.com • tolberlaw.com

Co-Counsel and Participation Fees Paid

law offices of

Reed Stewart Tolber, P.A.
On appeal?

WHERE
IS YOUR
LISTING?
Call Katie Lee at
800.456.5297
ext. 14023
to be included in our
Lawyer-to-Lawyer
Referral Directory...

Maximize your chances
of success with an
expert review of your
appellate brief.

Expert assistance with
Brief Review
Brief Re-crafting
Brief Writing
Oral Argument Preparation
888-427-5748
www.cplrg.com
THE APPELLATE EXPERTS®
Est. 1938
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ERISA AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
LITIGATION AND CONSULTATION
Patricia A. Smith (VA, DC and MD bars)
has more than 20 years’ experience
representing individuals in a variety of
ERISA, COBRA, HIPAA and insurance issues,
including denials of continuation of health
insurance, and denials of benefits by health,
life or disability insurers. She also advises
small businesses on issues arising under ERISA,
COBRA AND HIPAA. Her practice includes
insurance denials under private health,
disability and life insurance policies, and
employment law. She lectures for CLE programs
on coverage issues arising under the federal laws
and under state insurance laws. Available for
referrals, consultation or association in all courts
of Virginia, Maryland and D.C.

LAWYER REFERRAL
FEES AUTHORIZED
Medical
Malpractice

Nursing Home /
Assisted Living
Neglect

• Hospital Nursing
Malpractice
• Radiology Malpractice
• Emergency Room
Department Malpractice

Tractor Trailer
Wrecks

•
•
•
•
•

Pressure Sores
Falls
Medication Errors
Sexual Assaults
Wandering Off
Premises
• Choking
• Malnutrition

Law Offices of Patricia A. Smith
500 Montgomery Street, Suite 400
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 548-3774 Fax: (703) 859-7640
Email: pasmithaty@aol.com
www.pasmithlawoffice.com

Boat /
Motorcycle
Accidents
Wrongful Death /
Traumatic
Brain Injury /
Personal Injury

On appeal?
Maximize your chances
of success with an
expert review of your
appellate brief.

Bennett and Zydron, P.C.
Attorneys-At-Law

888-427-5748
www.cplrg.com
THE APPELLATE EXPERTS®
Est. 1938

CON TACT

Expert assistance with
Brief Review
Brief Re-crafting
Brief Writing
Oral Argument Preparation

Virginia | North Carolina | Florida
bandzlaw.com | (757) 486-5454
Carlton Bennett

CBennett@bandzlaw.com

John Zydron

JZydron@bandzlaw.com

Stewart Gill

SGill@bandzlaw.com

Eric K. Washburn

EWashburn@bandzlaw.com

Kevin D. Sharp

ksharp@bandzlaw.com

Dawn R. Martinez, MS, RN

dawnmartinez@bandzlaw.com

Does your case call for medical
knowledge and experience?
Consult Deborah Armstrong,
lawyer and board-certified MD.
Utilize her dual background in law
and medicine to achieve the best
possible results for your clients.
•
•
•
•

Licensed MD in both Virginia and North Carolina
Licensed Virginia Attorney
Practicing Primary Care / Urgent Care Medicine
Practicing Wound Care and Hyperbaric Medicine

Deborah A. Armstrong, JD, MD
drdebarmstrong@hotmail.com
Phone: 804-539-4031
References and bio available upon request.
NATIONALLY RENOWNED ASSET PROTECTION EXPERT

Do You Find Medicaid Laws . . .
Confusing? Aggravating? Impenetrable?

If so, you’re in good company – the U.S. Supreme Court has
called the Medicaid laws “an aggravated assault on the English
language, resistant to attempts to understand it.” Schweiker v.
Gray Panthers. The 4th Circuit has called Virginia’s Medicaid
plan one of the “most completely impenetrable texts within
human experience” and “dense reading of the most tortuous
kind.” Rehabilitation Ass’n of Va. v. Kozlowski.

As shown by these quotes, Medicaid is the most complex area of
law in existence, and is not something that can be “dabbled” in.
That’s why so many lawyers from Virginia and around the country refer their Medicaid clients
to Certified Elder Law Attorney and Best-Selling Author Evan H. Farr – recognized as one of
the top Elder Law Attorneys in Virginia and top Medicaid Asset Protection Experts in the country.

Evan H. Farr, CELA

To Make Your Medicaid Asset Protection or General Asset Protection Referral,
Call 1-800-399-FARR or Contact us Online at:

www.VirginiaElderLaw.com
THE LAW FIRM OF EVAN H. FARR, P.C.

10640 Main Street, Suite 200 • Fairfax, Virginia 22030
501 Westwood Office Park • Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401
Virginia has no procedure for approving certifying organizations.

LAWYER
TO
LAWYER
REFERRAL
Know a
good lawyer?
We do!
Find them in
Virginia Lawyers
Weekly’s
Lawyer to Lawyer Referral Directory.
To advertise your
area of expertise,
call Katie Lee
at 1.800.456.5297,
ext 14023.
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MANAGING ATTORNEY

SENIOR LITIGATION ASSOCIATE

Virginia Legal Aid Society seeks experienced, energetic,
creative Managing Attorney for eight-person office in Danville;
see Employment Opportunities on vlas.org for details.

We are looking for a senior associate to join our growing
practice in complex litigation. The ideal candidate has at least 5
years of experience and the aptitude and fortitude to manage
herself and others, to work with local counsel, in-house
counsel, experts and opposing counsel to move matters along,
and to stand up in court to handle hearings solo and trials as
part of a team.

ASSOCIATE
Spencer LLP is a litigation boutique with a national and local
practice in most kinds of litigation. Our associates have large,
active brains and powerful work ethics. They need them. At
any one time, they are solving problems for our clients in
products cases, commercial disputes, corporate governance
quarrels, employment claims, intellectual property fights and
partnership dissolutions.

National civil litigation law firm seeks an experienced Associate
with at least 5 to 10 years of relevant experience to open our
Greenbelt-area Maryland office.
We seek an intelligent, professional, motivated self-starter to
handle Civil White Collar Crime, Personal Injury Protection (No
Fault), SIU and Civil RICO matters. Admission to the Maryland
State Bar and the United States District Court are prerequisites
for the position and additional admission to Pennsylvania,
Delaware or Virginia will be preferred.

We offer the best of all worlds. We practice at the highest levels
without the bureaucracy and bulk of a large firm. Because we
work hard and run a lean operation, we pay very well.

The ideal candidate will possess an excellent academic
background, exceptional oral, written, communication and
interpersonal skills and established research and writing
capabilities. Success in this position will also necessitate a
dedicated work ethic and a willingness to maintain our
reputation for excellence.

Send your resume to krobertson@spencerllp.com and
cspencer@spencerllp.com.

www.spencerllp.com

Responsibilities will include, but are not limited to, legal
research, the drafting of legal documents for review, conducting
examinations under oath, court appearances including civil trials
and deposition coverage.

LITIGATION ASSOCIATE
Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman & Dicker, LLP is a premier
defense litigation law firm of over 800 lawyers in 26 offices
servicing clients in the United States. Domestically, we rank
among the American Lawyer 200 and the National Law
Journal’s Top 50 law firms. Please visit our web site at
www.wilsonelser.com.

Other requirements include:
• The ability to independently manage projects successfully;
• The ability to build and foster client relationships;
• The ability to supervise and train junior associates and staff;
• Excellent time management skills; and
• Excellent organizational skills.

For more than 30 years, we have provided our clients with
experienced and innovative legal services. Wilson Elser delivers
the best possible legal results to its clients.

Must also be able to multi-task successfully on a regular basis,
to work under pressure and meet deadlines, to follow up and to
positively accept constructive feedback.

We are looking for a self-motivated, intelligent, entrepreneurial,
team-oriented Litigation Associate to work in our McLean, VA
office.

In exchange, Smith & Brink, P.C. offers a competitive benefit
package which includes medical and dental insurance coverage
on your first day of employment, paid time off, short-term
disability insurance, long-term disability insurance, life insurance, accidental death & dismemberment insurance, a
flexible spending account plan and a 401(k) plan with a match.

Qualified candidates must possess the following:
• JD from an accredited Law School
• Admitted to practice in Virginia, with preference given to
candidates who are also admitted in Maryland, Washington
D.C. and/or West Virginia
• 3-5 years defense litigation experience, with experience in
medical malpractice, employment, and/or products liability
preferred
• Excellent written and oral communication skills

Please email, fax or mail your resume, cover letter including
salary requirements and writing sample to:
speterson@smithbrink.com;
(617) 774-1714; or
Human Resources
Smith & Brink, P.C.
350 Granite Street, Suite 2303
Braintree, MA 02184

If you have the desire to work in one of the leading law firms
please send your resume and cover letter with current and prior
salary history in confidence to: laura.howell@wilsonelser.com
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer, Minorities and
Women encouraged to apply.

Smith & Brink, P.C. is an equal opportunity employer.

is MORE better?
More is always better
when hurricane Sandy hits.
Access six production facilities in
different locations nationwide to
secure successful printing, service
DQGÀOLQJRI\RXUDSSHDO

How to Write
a Great
Classified Ad

USE DESCRIPTIVE
HEADLINES.
Picture your candidate
sitting at a desk, scanning the
classified section.
This person doesn’t have
time to read all of the
descriptive legal
employment ads.
Use descriptive headlines to attract the right candidates and
steer away unwanted ones. For
Example: Attorney (not a good
headline –
it doesn’t tell your readers anything – they are
all attorneys)
Litigator or Litigation
Associate – Richmond
or Acme Law Firm Seeks
Litigation Associate

USE YOUR FIRM
NAME AND
ADDRESS IN THE AD.
We know that you can’t always
do this, which is why we provide a blind box service. But,
experience tells us that your
firm name in large, bold letters
buys you even better response
than a blind ad, and lets your
colleagues know you are always looking for the right people.

ALWAYS RUN YOUR
AD FOUR TIMES.
The overwhelming majority of
our customers fill a legal position in just four weeks. Our
rates are structured so that a
four week run costs nearly as
little as a three time run, so let
the ad run four times!
We’d be happy to cancel
the ad if you fill the
position sooner.

NETWORK YOUR AD
INTO ONE OF OUR
OTHER LEGAL
PUBLICATIONS.
Remember – we are part of a
network of newspapers. If
your advertisement isn’t providing you with a steady
stream of local
candidates, use the
advertising power and exposure of our national network of
more than 30 newspapers.
Place your opening in front of
attorneys in some of
the most active legal
communities in the U.S.

Our Classified
Department
is here to help!

THE APPELLATE EXPERTS®
Est. 1938

1011 E. MAIN STREET, RICHMOND, VA
(800) 275-0668 | WWW.COUNSELPRESS.COM

Call Sales Associate
Katie Lee today
at 1-800-456-5297,
ext. 14023.
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Advertising Rates
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LEGAL SECRETARY

LEGAL SECRETARY

LINE-BY-LINE RATES

POTENIAL PARTNER/SENIOR ASSOCIATE

LEGAL SECRETARY

$45.20 per line, per week,
2 weeks minimum;
$28.40 per line,
4 or more weeks
minimum size 4 lines
(average of 30 characters
per line; includes space
and punctuation)
No abbreviations accepted.

Reston based AV rated plaintiff’s civil litigation firm with busy
docket looking for potential partner/senior associate with 5-10
years trial experience in the area of medical malpractice,
products liability, aviation and personal injury.
Salary
commensurate with experience. Please respond with CV to
katie.lee@valawyersmedia.com SUBJ BLIND BOX #15.

Geico Staff Counsel- Legal Secretary- some experience as a
legal secretary preferred (experience handling personal injury
cases a plus), exceptional organizational skills, attention to
detail, ability to work both independently and in a
team environment, good communication skills, able to work with
Fax Resume to Will Shanahan @
and meet deadlines.
703-273-1661

LINE-BY-LINE EXTRAS
$37.50 for bold headlines
(3 word max per headline)
$55.00 per week for a VLW BOX # all box mail is held forwarded for 3
mos. after ad ran. $5.00 charge
for any new category.

DISPLAY RATES
Rates based on a per
column inch basis,
Column width is 1-7/8”
OPEN RATE
$97.80 pci
4 time rate
$75.80 pci
6 time rate
$69.12 pci
13 time rate
$63.58 pci
26 time rate
$56.60 pci
$50.19 pci
52 time rate

PRODUCTION COSTS
Production charges may
be billed up to one month after an
ad appears.
Unless specified, all
display ads will be
billed for production.

SPECIAL PLACEMENT
For any ads that require
special placement, a 25%
surcharge will be applied.

ERRORS
Virginia Lawyers Weekly
Publications will be
responsible for
ONE incorrect insertion.
Report it immediately.

DEADLINES
Line-by-Line & Display Ads:
Tuesday 5:00 p.m.

PREPAID ADS
Any personal ads
(i.e. Employment Wanted,
Legal Research. Legal
Services, etc.)
For Sale ads and
out-of-state ads

Our Classified
Department
is here to help!
Call Sales Associate
Katie Lee today
at 1-800-456-5297,
ext. 14023.

INSURANCE DEFENSE LITIGATION ATTORNEY
RICHMOND
Nationwide Insurance Company Trial Division seeks an attorney
for insurance defense litigation for its Richmond office. Virginia
Bar required. Some experience desired but not required.
Nationwide is an equal opportunity employer. Send resume to
David W. Drash, Esquire, ROBEY, TEUMER, DRASH,
KIMBRELL & COUNTS, 7275 Glen Forest Drive, Suite 300,
Richmond, VA 23226 or drashd@nationwide.com.

THREE ASSOCIATES NEEDED
Three associates needed. Statewide traffic defense firm looking
for part time associate in the Virginia Beach and Northern
Virginia areas. Third position is client / lead management
related (mostly new client consultations). Extensive sales
experience required for third position. Six figure income
possible. All work is traffic defense and related criminal work.
Please
email
resumes
and
cover
letters
to
jpfisher@fisherlegal.com.

TRANSACTIONAL ATTORNEY
Howard, Morrison, Ross and Whelan seeks a motivated and
seasoned transactional attorney with 3-5 years experience in
real estate, estate planning, probate matters to join our team
in Warrenton, Virginia. Successful candidate will handle
commercial and residential real estate related work (contracts,
leasing, closings) and preparation of wills and trusts, as well as
probate and estate administration, and a broad range of other
business and real estate related matters. Candidate must be
self-motivated and able to work independently, and possess
superior written and oral communication skills

EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLE
ATTORNEY

EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLE
ATTORNEY

GROWING DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM
Law firm in Richmond, Virginia seeks an experienced attorney
or attorneys to expand its existing trusts and estates practice.
Candidates should possess a minimum of three years
experience in the trusts and estates practice area. Excellent
opportunity to join a growing, AV-rated law firm with a collegial
and supportive environment and a great location. Send a cover
letter with details of your experience along with your resume to
BLIND BOX #14 at katie.lee@valawyersmedia.com. All
inquiries will be kept confidential.

AVIATION ATTORNEY
Sands Anderson PC, a full service law firm of 70+ attorneys,
seeks a uniquely qualified attorney with a background in
litigation and experience as an aviator to join our Casualty and
Coverage Group. Practice entails the investigation and litigation
of aircraft crashes, airline accidents and other aviation issues.
Ideal candidate will possess a pilot’s license or have significant
experience in civilian or military aviation; 2-5 years of litigation
experience, preferably handling aviation litigation. Proven
research, writing, post-accident/pre-litigation investigation skills;
courtroom and trial experience required; ability to work
independently and produce a high quality work product in a
team oriented practice; strong communication and interpersonal
skills; VA licensure required.
Interested candidates are encouraged to submit cover letter,
resume, law school transcript & salary history in confidence to:

Virginia Bar required.
For consideration, please submit your resume, cover letter, and
salary requirements to gail.falkowski@hmrwlaw.com.

Find your next job through
the Virginia Lawyers
Weekly Classifieds!

E-mail: hr@sandsanderson.com
Attention: Janet Broadway, Director of Human Resources
P.O. Box 1998, Richmond, VA 23218
Phone: 804.783.7222 Fax: 804.783.7295
www.sandsanderson.com
EOE & Drug Free Workplace

LEGAL SUPPORT DIRECTORY
ECONOMIC
CONSULTING

PARALEGAL
SERVICES

Too busy?
Need help?
First Choice
Paralegal Group, LLC

MEDICAL
CONSULTING

Forde Medical
Legal Consulting LLC
We are professional nurses who offer
our cost-effective expertise for
reviewing medical records.
We can help you make dollars –
and sense – out of your medical cases.
Call us whenever your caseload includes:

“Your first choice for
experienced paralegal support”
We can help you meet those deadlines
with competent, professional expertise.
We can help you work more efficiently AND
increase your profit at the same time.

Experienced Support With:
• Bankruptcy
• Family Law
• Discovery
• Document Drafting
• Trial Prep and Support
Visit us on the web at:
www.Firstchoiceparalegals.com
dbaugher@firstchoiceparalegals.com
Ph 540.937.3331 | Fx 866.831.8922

• General Personal
Injury
• Medical or nursing
malpractice.
• Product Liability
• Toxic Tort or
environmental cases.
• Criminal Cases
• Any other cases
involving medical or
nursing issues

Don’t settle for less
– Settle for more.

Ask about our risk free guarantee!
Call 601-473-6987 or
Email us at
rion247@hotmail.com

LITIGATION
SUPPORT

LITIGATION
SUPPORT
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Virginia Lawyers Weekly is now
accepting nominations for
VIRGINIA’S

Leaders
IN THE
Law

2014
In October,
Virginia Lawyers Weekly
will honor leading members of the commonwealth’s
legal community, based on their accomplishments.
• Outstanding contributions to the practice of law in Virginia.
• Significant achievements through the practice of law.
• Leadership in improving the justice system.
• Important contributions to Virginia’s legal community
and/or the community at large.
To nominate online or to download a nomination form, visit our website at

valawyersweekly.com/leaders-in-the-law
Sponsorship opportunities are still available ~ call 1.800.456.5297 for more information.
Platinum Sponsor

Host Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

Bronze Sponsor

